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Semi-Stalinist

Marie Lynam correctly takes a strong
position of defence of Iran against US
aggression and sharply differentiates
between oppressed and oppressor
nations (Letters, July 25). Of course,
Trotskyists do not see the defence
of the Iranian government as our
ultimate goal and always look to the
working class - in Iran and globally as the only real, ultimate gravedigger
of imperialism and all capitalism via
Trotsky’s programme of permanent
revolution. ‘Unconditional but critical
support’ means we do not seek to
whitewash the brutal history of the
theocratic leadership; the crushing
of the Iranian revolution from 1980;
the mass executions of leftists and
national minorities; and those obscene,
barbaric, ongoing public hangings of
gays on those cranes.
Marie may argue that in conditions
of the impending war against Iran by
US-led imperialism it is inappropriate
to raise these issues now. And it is
true that right now we emphasise
defence against imperialism vis the
anti-imperialist united front - always
seeking to strengthen and raise the
class-consciousness of the working
class against imperialism now, in order
to prepare it to overthrow supreme
leader Ali Khamenei and president
Hassan Rouhani in the internationalistorientated socialist revolution.
But really by far the worst section
of the letter is the apology for Stalin
and the corrupt counterrevolutionary
Stalinist bureaucracy that betrayed
the great Russian Revolution led by
Lenin and Trotsky. In the first place
Trotskyists always refer to the USSR
after 1928, with the crushing of internal
party democracy, as a ‘degenerated
workers’ state’, not just a ‘workers’
state’, as Marie does. Similarly with
eastern Europe, China, North Korea,
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and Cuba,
the term is ‘deformed workers’ states’
to indicate they were born in the image
of the degenerated state in the USSR.
Is it true that the defeat of Hitler
“drew a historic line under the colonial

ambition of world capitalism”? The
US replaced the European colonial
empires of Britain, France, Italy, etc by
the far more efficient exploiting system
of the rule of finance capital led by the
US and neocolonial oppression via
local proxies. This involved all those
regime-change coups like Mohammad
Mossadegh in Iran in 1953 and CIA
assassinations like that of Patrice
Lumumba (Congo) in 1961.
So it’s entirely incorrect to propose
that ‘the Soviet workers’ state broke
the foundations of colonisation hence of capital accumulation”.
Capitalist accumulation has proceeded
swimmingly, along with more vicious,
efficient methods of neoliberalism,
pioneered by Milton Friedman from
the Chicago school, and embraced so
enthusiastically by Ronald Reagan and
Margaret Thatcher. If that neoliberal
agenda is now running out of steam,
we can see its replacement is farright, oppressive regimes, the threat
of world war by Trump, Johnson and
Netanyahu, and looming fascism to the
right of them.
And Marie’s unalloyed praise for
the ‘Red Army’ hides the fact that
during the whole of World War II Stalin
was allied with imperialism: with
Hitler from August 1939 to June 1941
and then with Churchill and Roosevelt
to kill the prospect of revolution, as
happened in Russia after World War I.
Stalin betrayed the Spanish revolution
to appease French, British and US
imperialism; the Franco-Soviet Treaty
of Mutual Assistance was signed in
1936, when France was in the throes
of a pre-revolutionary situation in the
general strike in May-June 1936. The
Spanish revolution began on July 17.
The Popular Front governments in
both states were initiated to betray a
pre-revolutionary situation in France
and actual revolution in train in Spain
in order to appease the ‘democratic
imperialists’.
Roy Howard interviewed Stalin
for Communist International (MarchApril 1936):
“Howard: Does this statement of
yours mean that the Soviet Union has
to any degree abandoned its plans
and intentions to bring about a world
revolution?
“Stalin: We never had any such
plans or intentions.

Communist University 2019
A week of provocative and stimulating debate, sponsored by
Labour Party Marxists and CPGB

August 17 to 24 2019

Goldsmiths, University of London, 8 Lewisham Way, New Cross, London SE14 6NW
Nearest stations: New Cross, New Cross Gate
Speakers include: Anne McShane, Graham Bash, Moshé Machover,
Tony Greenstein, Michael Roberts, Pauline Hadaway, Hillel Ticktin,
Chris Knight and Ed Griffiths, as well as leading comrades from the
CPGB.
Accommodation: Loring Hall, St James
Full week, including accommodation in en suite single rooms - £250
(£150 unwaged). Solidarity price: £300.
First/final weekend, including one night’s accommodation: £60 (£30).
Day: £10 (£5). Single session: £5 (£3). Reservation: £30.
Cheques: Make payable to CPGB and send to:
BCM Box 928, London WC1N 3XX.
Pay ‘CPGB’, sort code 08-92-99, account 65109991. Send cheques to
CPGB, BCM Box 928, London WC1N 3XX.

“Howard: You appreciate no
doubt, Mr Stalin, that much of the
world has long entertained a different
impression?
“Stalin: This is the product of
misunderstanding.
“Howard: A tragic misunderstanding?
“Stalin: No, comic. Or perhaps
tragicomic ...”
Then came the Stalin-Hitler pact
of August 1939, when the Spanish
revolution was not yet cold in its grave.
Molotov revealed the degree of the
political collapse of the bureaucracy
in a speech on October 31 1939 to the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR:
“One may accept or reject the
ideology of Hitlerism, as well as any
other ideological system - that is a matter
of political views. But everybody should
understand that an ideology cannot be
destroyed by force, that it cannot be
eliminated by war. It is, therefore, not
only senseless, but criminal, to wage
such a war as a war for the ‘destruction
of Hitlerism’ camouflaged as a fight for
‘democracy’.”
The resumption of the popular front
with the ‘democratic imperialists’
after Hitler ‘betrayed’ Stalin and
invaded the USSR was equally
counterrevolutionary. Stalin allowed
the Nazis to crush the Warsaw uprising
from August to October 1944, ‘resting’
the ‘Red Army’ on the banks of the
Vistula, while Hitler annihilated
this great workers’ uprising. They
then proceeded westward, nowhere
allowing any workers’ movement to
succeed. All Germans were Nazis,
according to Stalin, and there was no
call to rise up, as the ‘Red Army’ had
‘come to liberate you’.
This army raped up to two million
women in Germany, Hungary, Romania
and Croatia, as it swept westward.
When the Yugoslav communist,
Milovan Djilas, protested to Stalin,
he said: “Can’t he understand it if a
soldier who has crossed thousands of
kilometres through blood and fire and
death has fun with a woman or takes
some trifle?”
And the communist parties entered
government in eight European countries
to save capitalism from workers’
revolution, which had developed
into actual revolutionary uprisings in
northern Italy and Greece, as well as
Vietnam. Palmiro Togliatti entered a
government led by the fascist, Pietro
Badoglio, in 1943 to betray the Italian
revolution and set about the grisly work
of assassinating the revolutionaries in
his own party - again to appease the
‘democratic imperialists’.
The regular plea that Stalin
defeated fascism is, in reality, a plea to
imperialism to acknowledge the service
that Stalinism does for imperialism
in betraying socialist revolution and
murdering Trotskyists; and nostalgia
for the time when Churchill praised
Stalin for agreeing to put down the
revolution in Greece. Churchill noted
that the British massacres in Athens
were widely and strongly criticised
in the US press and by the US state
department, and also in The Times and
the Manchester Guardian in Britain,
but added:
“Stalin, however, adhered strictly
and faithfully to our agreement of
October, and during all the long
weeks of fighting the communists in
the streets of Athens, not one word
of reproach came from Pravda or
Izvestia” (Cahiers Léon Trotsky No23,
September 1985, pp35-60).
Marie comes across as very much
a semi-Trotskyist, semi-Stalinist in her
letter.
Gerry Downing
Socialist Fight

High ground

Brian Kugelmann says he made a
“gross mistake” when he had a “little
crack” at me (Letters, July 25). He is
sceptical that I was “amused” by his

put-down. So now I am laughing my
cotton socks off. I argued that Brian’s
mistake was political and so I did not
take it personally. He denied this. He
claimed it was simply personal: that
is, non-political and uncomradely.
In fact Brian’s decision to ‘have a
go’ expressed a definite class point of
view. I was, of course, speculating that
he was irritated because he is an ultraremainer - a liberal-left, Trotskyist
version of Jo Swinson. Brian says this
is wrong. He explains: “I don’t have
strong feelings either way on Brexit.
Both sides bore me and don’t interest
me remotely.”
He continues: “As for Corbyn’s
‘remain-democrat stance’, first I did
not know Corbyn had one; second
I don’t know what it is; and, third
I don’t care.” Everybody should
recognise this as reflecting the social
attitude of a class disinterested in the
political struggle of the working class.
It became known as ‘economism’.
This is a theory of middle class
interests, best preserved by a nonpolitical or depoliticised working
class. Their intermediate position is
threatened if the working class starts
thinking and acting politically. Hence
their ‘Marxism’ is entirely academic.
This is why Paul Smith had to remind
Brian that “the Weekly Worker is not
an academic journal”, because Paul
sensed his attitude.
Working class people - especially
the politically active section - are very
interested in the EU and ‘Brexit’.
It impacts directly on their present
and future. It is a matter of supreme
indifference for economists and
academic Trots, whose lives are
insulated from Tory austerity and
Brexit policy. More than this, the
Brexit crisis is providing an education
in class politics, the like of which we
have not seen before.
Peter Manson claims: “We are
heading for a constitutional crisis
... and certainly an early general
election” (‘Volatile times ahead’, July
18). The economists don’t care. They
look down on the working class and
hold them in contempt. They feel
revulsion - similar to Brian when he
sees tramps and ‘down and outs’ on a
train and does not want to make eye
contact with them in case it all goes
badly wrong!
Boycotting the political struggle
puts Brian closer to the CPGB line
than he realises. He does not recognise
or grasp that political struggle
has divided ‘remain’ supporters
between ‘remain’-democrats and
ultra-remainers. He doesn’t draw a
class line between Corbyn and Tom
Watson or Jo Swinson. He says he
doesn’t understand it. But being
ignorant never stopped economists or
academic Trotskyists from having a
“little crack”.
Peter Manson explains the CPGB/
Weekly Worker line, reflected by
Labour Party Marxists. He is clear
about the past and the future. In 2016
the CPGB was “perfectly clear” in
its call for a boycott. The future is
equally clear in “a workers’ Europe,
in which principled working class
organisations cooperate in the drive
towards a new, post capitalist world”.
However, in the present battles we
learn the CPGB is “utterly opposed
to the nationalist agenda of ‘leave’”
(my emphasis), but displays ‘studied
ambiguity’ in the fight between
Corbyn and Watson-Swinson. Peter
says the Labour right wants “to ditch
its commitment to abide by the result
of the 2016 referendum” and “come
out right now for a clear-cut ‘remain’
stance”. Where to stand on that?
I repeat Peter’s words to help Brian
understand the distinction between
a ‘remain’-democrat and an ultraremainer. In this class tug-of-war,
the Labour leader is being dragged
along in the direction of the Liberal

Democrats. I condemn the CPGB
for standing aside instead of openly
defending Corbyn and being “utterly
opposed” to the ‘remain’-reform
position of Watson and Swinson,
acting as Brexit facilitators.
Let us end with Brian’s “gross
mistake”. Paul Smith observes that
the Weekly Worker “encourages free
expression over various aspects of
socialist theory and practice” and
is open to “cranks” of all types.
I continue calling out the present
tactics of the CPGB for sitting on
the fence in the tug-of-war between
Corbyn and Watson-Swinson. Corbyn
is now being dragged along by them.
Socialists should dig in and defend the
old high ground with an independent,
democratic, class position.
Brian’s “gross mistake” is not, as
he imagines, making eye contact with
the down-and-outs. He should have
been a member of the CPGB. Under
democratic centralism he would
have understood that, although I am
welcome to write “ultra-repetitive”
letters, the party is ultra-ignoring me.
It is simply political tactics. Had he
joined the CPGB, he would surely
have been warned, before it was too
late, against engaging with enemy
arguments when you haven’t got a leg
to stand on.
Steve Freeman
London

Ignominy

Charlatan-comedic,
sub-Trumpian
Boris Johnson has now been installed
as the UK’s prime minister, and this
development represents the further
nailing-up on Weekly Worker policies
in relation to the European Union
- and, most poignantly, to Brexit
as being nothing more than idiocy
blended with tragedy.
Where you and your associated
organisations think it right to
devote almost unlimited effort,
time and dedication in attempts at
‘engagement’ with the UK working
class via the Labour Party, you have
judged it ‘incorrect’ to do precisely
the same in the context of the most
powerful - and therefore potentially
most productive - element of sociopolitical events currently on the table.
Sad to say, things have now
unfolded pretty much as I feared - to
all intents and purposes leaving you
lot stranded high and dry, along with
a sizeable section of our UK working
class, including 75% or more of
those at their earlier stage of life who
despise anything and everything to do
with Brexitism.
The original surreal lunacy and
now grotesquely ongoing unravelling
of the Brexit scam has thrown up a
Year Zero for current-times Marxism
as a whole. In rejecting the core
attitudes and central position of
remainers, you have also rejected far
less regulated ‘freedom’ of movement
between jobs, as well as equivalent
educational and cultural advantages,
and thus highly desirable and more
relaxed interconnection at many other
human levels. Moreover, you have
adopted that position at least partially
because those for ‘remain’ include
nasty little shits of the anti-Corbyn/
Blairite rightwinger variety within
the Labour Party. This amounts to
nothing less than throwing out the
baby with the bathwater.
At another level, this attitude on
your part represents an absence of
dynamically dialectical processes for
evaluation, analysis and policymaking
around those matters at hand, where
instead you opted for mechanical
thinking. You have abandoned any
sensible/tactical flexibility for the
purposes of short-term advantage.
Also not to be overlooked is how this
ideological rigidity on your part is
being clung to in the face of a modern
world (aka our current Zeitgeist)
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that has no affinity whatsoever with
any such disconnected purism something observers with a distinctly
less sympathetic predisposition might
interpret as an aloofness.
As things currently stand, a very
large and foul-smelling dollop of
oozing ignominy hangs over many
heads - not just of the Weekly Worker,
CPGB, etc, but also of 21st-century
communism/Marxism as a whole.
It’s hanging there, ready to drip and
dribble down unforgivingly. That
veritable cascade of Big Truth now
has to be faced up to with graciousness
and dignity, not to forget a genuine
humility, and then this humungously
disappointing shared legacy of ours
can be courageously overcome. An
absolute horror show now needs to be
superseded in the coming period by
long-overdue evolved action to win
mass support from a freshly awakened
working class.
There is a far more direct source
of responsibility - indeed, in this
case, all but criminal culpability. The
overriding factor is that Labour under
Corbynism should have adopted
a clear-cut policy of scrapping
Brexit, ideally replacing it with the
promotion of a socialistic brotherhood
throughout Europe - one committed
to core changes to the way the EU
operates. In place of Boris J and his
Team Neo-Colonialist Nostalgia,

Labour would have found themselves
being the entity swept to that position
of parliamentary ‘power’ (despite
their burnt-out Keynesian and other
such chronic limitations).
Maybe the coronation of Johnson’s
populist government will accelerate a
backlash, creating a new attractiveness
for alternatives - maybe even one
that solidifies more broad-based
support for Labour at an early general
election. However, as any Marxist or
communist should know, exactly what
that so-called social democratic outfit
of Corbynist Labour does with any
such opportunity is altogether another
matter.
Bruno Kretzschmar
email

Posh clown

The new prime minister would no
doubt love to be compared to Winston
Churchill. But Churchill knew what
he wanted - to defend the empire - and
what he could gamble on - the entry of
the US into World War II.
But Boris is a chancer, and more
Wisdom than Winston - that is,
Norman Wisdom, the knockabout film
actor, who also knew how to speak
to the heart. Whatever his personal
beliefs, Johnson knows how to speak
to certain people’s emotions, sounding
chords about getting things done, with
his optimism and ‘belief in the British

people’. He knows how to sing, like
Norman, while acting up endearingly
clumsily - though Norman did it to
play the fool, while Johnson plays us
all for a fool.
He may yet follow ‘do or die’ or
reach a compromise (a ‘new deal’),
or else blame the EU and remainers
in parliament for whatever he needs
to. He believes he can bluster through,
as he’s done before - call it optimism,
arrogance or self-deception.
Of course, this time he’s up against
people hard to fool like Nigel Farage
and the Democratic Unionist Party
(though they can be discounted), as
well as that majority in the Commons
against a ‘no deal’ and a capitalist
class who find that their sensible
Conservative Party has gone over
to petty bourgeois nationalism. He
could plump for an emergency general
election, which he might win with all
his promises, while the Labour right
hope his victory could allow them to get
rid of Corbyn - who may have given in
to remainer pressure, but hasn’t given
up on his socialist policies.
Bojo, the posh clown, may risk
crashing out or proffer a ruse, doing
either without being passionate about
anything except coming top. Would
you get into a car driven by Boris
Johnson?
Mike Belbin
London

Kinda useful

London Communist Forum

Sunday August 4, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and
reading group: study of August Nimtz’s Lenin’s electoral strategy
from 1907 to the October Revolution of 1917. This meeting:
‘Conclusion: An overview of the evidence and four arguments’
(continued). Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London WC1.
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk.

No to Tommy Robinson

Saturday August 3, 10.30am: Demonstration. Assemble Marble Arch,
London W1. Oppose supporters of Tommy Robinson who plan to
protest against his prison sentence for contempt.
Organised by Stand Up To Racism and Unit Against Fascism:
www.facebook.com/events/1244710285710673.

Step up BDS

Wednesday August 7, 7.30pm: Public meeting, William Morris
Meeting Rooms, 267 The Broadway, Wimbledon, London SW19.
Get involved in the boycott, divestment and sanctions campaign.
Organised by Merton Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.palestinecampaign.org/events.

Oppose Middle East intervention

Thursday August 8, 7pm: Public meeting, Drawing Room, The Old
Print Works, 498-506 Moseley Road, Birmingham B12. Don’t attack
Iran, stop supporting the brutal Sisi dictatorship in Egypt.
Organised by Birmingham Stop the War: www.facebook.com/BStWC.

Popular resistance in Palestine

Monday August 12, 7.30pm: Public meeting, St Nicolas Church
Hall, Bury Street, Guildford GU2. Hear Palestinian environmental and
political activist Mazin Qumsiyeh.
Organised by West Surrey Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.westsurreypsc.org.uk.

Cut fares, not staff

Wednesday August 14: Day of action at railway stations across Britain.
As the next round of fare increases is announced, protest against job and
service cuts, higher fares and the huge profits of rail companies.
Organised by National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers:
www.rmt.org.uk/news/events/cut-fares-not-staff-day-of-action.

Don’t attack Iran

Public meetings organised by Stop the War Coalition. Oppose British
government support for Trump’s military brinkmanship.
Thursday August 15, 7pm: Friends Meeting House, 22 School Lane,
Liverpool L1. Speakers include Lindsey German, STWC convenor.
www.facebook.com/events/615383922282701.
Friday August 16, 7.30pm: East Oxford Community Centre,
44 Princes Street, Oxford OX4. Speaker: Billy Hayes (ex-general
secretary CWU, now STWC national officer.)
Organised by Oxford Momentum:
www.facebook.com/events/916415475375935.
Saturday August 17, 11am: Bold Street Methodist Church, Palmyra
Square North, Warrington WA1. Speakers include Billy Hayes.
www.facebook.com/events/377086566274616.
Tuesday September 10, 7.30pm: St Stephens Church, Rampant Horse
Street, Norwich NR2. Speaker: Chris Nineham, STWC vice-chair.
www.facebook.com/groups/122254631200065.

Human rights as focus of struggle

Thursday August 15, 6pm: Study session, Jack Jones House,
2 Churchill Way, Liverpool L3.
Organised by Merseyside Socialist Theory Study Group:
study4socialism@outlook.com.

Peterloo march for democracy

Sunday August 18, 11.30am: March from 10 locations near central
Manchester to rally in Albert Square at 1pm. Commemorate the
Peterloo massacre of 1819, when 70,000 peaceful protestors were
attacked, leaving 18 dead and hundreds seriously injured.
Organised by Peterloo march for democracy:
www.peterloodemocracy.com.

We can’t run without it

A

t this time of year - with so many
CPGB members and supporters
embroiled in our annual fundraising
drive, the Summer Offensive - it is
worthwhile recalling an observation
from the late, great comedy giant,
Jeremy Hardy.
He noted that if you have
been long enough on the left you
are likely to have encountered
the hugely stupid idea from procapitalist opponents that - given our
communist vision of the future Marxists should somehow withdraw
from the sinful contemporary world
as it is. Rather than challenge
capitalism on every front, we should
demurely fade out and live - perhaps,
Hardy speculated, bare-footed and
festooned in rabbit skins - in a yurt in
the Brecon Beacons.
I always think the fun scene in that
perennial Christmas favourite It’s a
wonderful life neatly summarises our
general response to dim-witted jibes
like this. The impecunious George
Bailey, played by likeable everyman
James Stewart, is corrected by his
scatty guardian angel, Clarence, who

Burston Strike School rally
assures him that there’s “no money
in heaven”. Quite correctly, Bailey
observes: “It’s kinda useful down
here, bub.”
Our organisation raises and
spends relatively huge amounts of
cash not for the fetishistic thrill of
meaningless excess or as a homage to
the money form. (Even that vacuous,
needy billionaire, Richard Branson,
has recently suggested that “‘stuff’
really doesn’t bring happiness” although a distinct lack of it is no
fun either, mate.) The prime example
of the “kinda useful” we are talking
about will be the forthcoming
Communist University, starting on
Saturday August 17 (see p2).
Communist University is a
major undertaking for our group
and is one of the key financial
commitments we take on annually.
Our Summer Offensive fund drive
provides us with the wherewithal to
book the venues, cover travel costs
for speakers, subsidise low-paid
comrades’ attendance, etc. Yes, the
event makes money once we are in
the thick of it, but the infrastructural

basics have to be in place first. That
is why the coming few weeks are
crucial for us to get within striking
distance of our minimum target of
£30k by the last day of CU 2019.
Comrades who have made
themselves very useful on the
Summer Offensive front this week
include PM, who has added £134 to
his running total, taking his personal
tally to £1,870; JT who has sent
us £50; comrade EJ, who will be
travelling from mainland Europe for
CU 2019, sends us £450; and longtime supporter DG for his solid £60.
With these substantial donations,
plus others large and small, we have
added £1,839 of new money and
are in sight of that significant £20k
landmark, with £19,211 in the pot.
Let’s smash through next week,
comrades - then on to £30k and
beyond! l
William Sarsfield
Pay ‘CPGB’, sort code 08-92-99,
account 65109991. Send cheques
to CPGB, BCM Box 928, London
WC1N 3XX.

Sunday September 1, 10.30am to 3.30pm: Commemoration rally,
Diss Road, Burston, Norfolk IP22. Speakers include Mark Serwotka,
PCS general secretary. Entrance free.
Organised by Unite the Union and TUC:
www.facebook.com/events/2346318492257759.

Stop arming Israel

Monday September 2, 9.30am to 8pm: Day of action at the Defence
and Security Equipment International (DSEI) arms fair, east end of
ExCel Centre, Royal Victoria Dock, London E16 (Prince Regent DLR).
Demand a two-way arms embargo between the UK and Israel.
Bring creativity, energy, banners, flags and drums.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign and Stop The Arms Fair:
www.facebook.com/events/852120258506233.

Resisting war in the 21st century

Saturday September 7, 9.30am to 5pm: Stop the War Coalition AGM,
Bloomsbury Baptist Church, 235 Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2.
Decide the next actions for the campaign. Entrance £11.37 (£5.98).
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

Rally at TUC Congress

Sunday September 8, 1pm: Rally, Holiday Inn, Kings Road, Brighton
BN1. Defend jobs, fight for a pay rise and stop the cuts.
Organised by National Shop Stewards Network:
www.facebook.com/events/421637865360379.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s name
and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your will.
If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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Election has already begun
Boris Johnson’s spending spree and visits to the four corners of the UK are about seeing off Jeremy
Corbyn, but, writes Eddie Ford, the parliamentary establishment might still make a decisive move

S

o far, things have gone pretty
much as expected - Boris
Johnson got the call from
Buckingham Palace and is now
the prime minister. It was obvious
right from the beginning that the
Tory rank and file would vote for
the former mayor of London by a
large margin - they view him as the
personification of Brexit: the man
who would get the job done.
Some people were naively saying
that Johnson would appoint an
administration of ‘all the talents’ to
his cabinet, regardless of whether
they were leavers or remainers - that
was clearly rubbish. Having won the
contest purely because of Brexit, he
has to tie his flag to that particular
mast - and carry it through. Anyone
who thinks that Johnson, just
because he was undecided about
which way to jump before the 2016
referendum, will therefore start
rowing back on his “do or die”
promises about Brexit will become
quickly disillusioned - he is totally
committed to getting out of the
European Union by October 31.
This was amply confirmed by the
new cabinet he swiftly put together.
Very few of the old guard remain
and those who do are committed to
a no-deal Brexit. Johnson dismissed
11 senior ministers and accepted the
resignation of six others in a purge
described by his ally, Nigel Evans,
as “summer’s day massacre”. The
Sun dubbed it the “Night of the
Blond Knives” - it was the most
extensive cabinet reorganisation
without an actual change in the
governing party in post-war British
political history, exceeding the
seven ministers sacked by Harold
Macmillan in 1962 as part of the
“Night of the Long Knives”.
True, Johnson did say that his new
cabinet was one that “truly reflects
modern Britain” - by which he meant
more ethnically and gender diverse.
One quarter of those appointed were
women with four secretaries of state
and two additional ministers coming
from ethnic minority backgrounds.
For example, Sajid Javid and Priti
Patel were appointed as chancellor
and home secretary respectively.
On the other hand, nearly twothirds of those appointed went to
fee-paying schools and almost half
had attended Oxbridge. What is
far more important about the new
cabinet, however, in the words of
The Guardian, is its “ideologically
homogeneous statement of intent”
- ie, it is stuffed full of ardent
Brexiteers (July 25).
Johnson’s co-leader of the
official ‘leave’ campaign, Michael
Gove, is now the new chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster, entrusted
with ‘no deal’ preparations. He will
chair a daily meeting of officials and
advisors to orchestrate the departure
from the EU - he said last week that
he was working on the “assumption”
of no deal. Dominic Raab, the
hapless former Brexit secretary, has
been spectacularly overpromoted
to foreign secretary and also the
first secretary of state (effectively
the deputy prime minister, god
help us). Most significantly of
all, Dominic Cummings, former
campaign director for Vote Leave,
has been made Johnson’s senior
political advisor. He came up with
the slogan, ‘take back control’ and
is considered the laser-beam of the
Tory right - basically his job is to act
as an enforcer to push through the
Brexit agenda. Without doubt, this

Entering Downing Street for first time as PM
is the most rightwing cabinet since
1945.
Johnson
embarked
on
a
whirlwind series of visits to
Manchester,
Leeds,
Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. He
has promised to spend money like
there is no tomorrow - rather ironic,
given that Theresa May constantly
mocked Labour for its supposedly
extravagant spending plans, but now
under Johnson magic money trees
are flourishing everywhere. Many
billions have been promised. The
new HS2 railway alone is estimated
at £60 billion and upwards, while
the trans-Pennine link will be at
least £6 billion. Then you have the
extra 20,000 police officers he said
would be recruited.

Persuasion

With Johnson spending like mad, you
have to ask why. One thing you can
say for sure is that the Tories have
not been won over to Keynesianism
thanks to John McDonnell’s powers
of persuasion. There is a much more
obvious explanation, needless to say.
Boris Johnson is in general election
mode - the campaign has begun;
it is merely a question of exactly
when it will happen. Up north in
‘leave’-voting constituencies in
Labour’s historic heartland he
promised both a speedy Brexit and
loads of economic stimulus. At the
same time, he is turning around to
corporations and the middle classes,
saying he will reduce their tax bills.
All quite remarkably cynical - it
does not all add up financially, but it
makes perfect political sense in the
context of an election campaign.
Gideon Rachman recently penned
an article for the Financial Times,
‘Donald Trump, Boris Johnson and
lessons from the 1930s’, in which
he scratched his head and asked:
“When is it right to sound the alarm
about political turmoil?” (July 22).
He notes that something has gone
wrong with the ‘political centre’
- the establishment is no longer in
control of events. For Rachman, the

lunatics have taken over the asylum,
whether it be Trump and Johnson
on one side, or Bernie Sanders or
Jeremy Corbyn on the other.
For the first time since the whole
sorry process began, it is time to
take the prospect of Brexit seriously.
Yes, the arithmetic in parliament has
never added up, but now we should
expect extraordinary measures. The
Johnson government really does
seem prepared to go down the path
of a disorderly, chaotic withdrawal.
Under these circumstances, there
is absolutely no chance of the EU
turning around and agreeing to scrap
the Irish backstop - just forget it. For
the EU establishment the key thing is
the political project represented by
the bloc. There is no way that it will
say it does not matter if there is no
border on the island of Ireland. This,
obviously, will divide what is going
to be the EU27 from an external
entity - ie, the UK. The EU will not
be ‘sensible’, as the Brexiteers see
it, while Johnson cannot backtrack
on the Irish backstop, as he has too
much riding on it.
If there is no deal, Britain
presumably will keep its £39 billion
divorce money. Of course, we do not
know how the EU will respond to
such a situation - maybe seize some
British assets. But you can bet that
retaliatory measures of some sort
will be taken, as the money agreed
by Theresa May is for ongoing
European projects, to which the UK
was committed.
In other words, it will not be a
sweet divorce - Brexit will damage
Europe as well as the UK. Lots of
economists and commentators,
not just leftwing ones, are talking
about a world teetering on the
edge of recession and it is easy to
imagine Brexit being one of the
triggers that sets off the downturn.
Obviously, Ireland will be the EU
country most affected. But on this
occasion the EU has decided to
show solidarity with little Ireland,
lining up aid, unlike Greece, which
it screwed right royally. Britain

being its biggest trading partner by
far, the Irish economy will be hit
savagely by Brexit disruption and
the reappearance of a border of
some description. Yet if we think
the Irish Republic will be affected
negatively, that will be nothing
compared to Northern Ireland,
which could be battered even more
by a no-deal Brexit.
We can imagine many other
potential developments, and not
just in Ireland. Nicola Sturgeon
will surely look at what is going on
in Britain and ask, what about our
second referendum? If Boris Johnson
can have an October 31 deadline,
then how about one for Scotland?
But, of course, Johnson has a big
problem about how he actually gets
to October 31, as the parliamentary
numbers do not stack up. We have
already had Johnson’s non-denial
about proroguing parliament, just let
the clock run down. After all, he has
had legal advice saying he can do that
- though maybe it will be challenged.
Perhaps the courts will decide that
what Johnson is doing is illegal, but
what are they going to do about it issue a warrant for his arrest?
Imagine that the government
decides not to reopen parliament
on September 3 and John Bercow
calls an unofficial or alternative
parliament across the road in a blaze
of publicity. But what difference
will it actually make in the real
world?

National

But also ask this question: will
MPs passively sit there, whilst
Boris Johnson closes parliament?
It is a fact that there are ongoing
talks between Sir Keir Starmer and
Tory anti-‘no dealers’ like Phillip
Hammond, which are essentially
about calculating the numbers
to see if there is a majority for a
confidence vote and some sort of
national government - even if they
do not call it that. Hammond says he
has about 40 Tory MPs onside, then
add Starmer’s bloc of Labour MPs

and the Lib Dems, plus Caroline
Lucas of the Greens - a majority?
At the moment, Labour MPs face
both a disorderly Brexit - which the
vast majority oppose - and also the
trigger ballot process, which could
lead to their deselection. However,
the problem is that the process will
not be completed until November,
but will Johnson wait that long to
call an election? When he does,
Labour’s NEC could conceivably
cancel the whole process. At least
70-80 Labour MPs fear they would
lose out if there is a reselection
process - thus for them there is not
only a pull towards action, but a
push as well.
If Johnson does not reopen
parliament, then perhaps Starmer and
Hammond will get a list together of
MPs who support their project. The
queen could well consent to a new
government and a chaotic hard Brexit
would be averted. Alternatively, a
no-deal Brexit could well happen
and the economy will go down the
pan - a reasonably safe prediction,
even more so when you look at
the global picture. The British car
industry is going to go the same way
as the deep coal, steel and shipping
industries - towards extinction. Japan
has now got its trade deal with the
EU and no longer needs the UK as
a bridge. Other industries will also
suffer severe trauma.
What will then happen politically
is almost impossible to predict,
but what you can say is that the
electorate is incredibly volatile. In
May the Brexit Party came first in
the European elections, with the
Tories getting an utterly wretched
9% - incredible stuff. Now, however,
The Guardian has the Tories ahead
on 30%, Labour on 28% and the
Lib Dems on 16% - while the Brexit
Party is down jn fourth place on
15%. For the moment at least, its
supporters are returning to the Tories
under Boris Johnson - the man who
they hope will deliver Brexit l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk
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CWI

Taaffe expels his majority
Paul Demarty reports on the finalisation of the split in the Committee for a Workers’ International

S

plits come in many forms. A
great international movement
may be cleaved apart by events,
as happened to the Second International
during and after World War I. A small
tendency may depart, or be expelled
from, a larger one - as Trotskyism was
from the Communist International. A
micro-group may itself divide - indeed,
there is at least one recorded case of a
Trotskyist group of two splitting in half!
But the relative and absolute strength
of the contending groups are only two
of the innumerable axes of variety for
the curious leftwing trainspotter to
explore in the history of our movement,
its tragedies and farces. One particularly
irritating subspecies is the split where
both sides insist on keeping the name;
and to that vexatious category we
may now add that of the Committee
for a Workers’ International. As long
expected, the leadership of the Socialist
Party in England and Wales - the
sinking tanker at the centre of the CWI
oil slick, with Peter Taaffe as its clueless
helmsman - has concluded its laughably
cynical response to losing undisputed
control by dissolving the international
and declaring another. Taaffe’s
opponents, meanwhile, see no reason to
abandon the name, seeing as the SPEW
leaders have acted in outright contempt
for the formal democratic norms they
themselves created ever since their first
attempt to bring troublesome comrades
in Ireland to heel backfired.
That attempt was seen off by a
majority of the CWI’s international
executive committee (IEC), which
committed the organisation to
holding a world congress next spring.
However, Taaffe and his allies
retained control of the day-to-day
leadership, the international secretariat,
and immediately appropriated it as
factional property, reneging on every
promise made to the IEC and pulling
out every stop to force a split; and,
just as in the modern world it takes
only one dissatisfied partner to make
divorce inevitable, so Taaffe got what
he wanted. On July 21, a special
conference of SPEW voted 173-35
to “reconstitute the Committee for
a Workers’ International”1; the next
day, a suspiciously similar number of
people “from [Taaffe’s] international
faction, … took the decision to
refound the Committee for a Workers’
International”.2
So we now have two CWIs - one
built around SPEW and the other
composed of everybody who thought
the split was unnecessary, the most
important components being found
in Ireland and the United States. Both
sides emerge damaged by the course
of events, although it is the SPEW
faction - in the best traditions of Taaffe’s
leadership - whose wounds are most
predominantly self-inflicted.
Those wounds, then: in the best case,
the split leaves the CWI (Taaffe) light
by about a third of its former members.
Assuming SPEW really did number
2,000 prior to all this, and the low vote
against the leadership line actually
represents the balance of forces within
SPEW, then it has lost 350 at home, the
majority of the 800-strong US section,
the vast majority of the 150 or so in
Ireland, and most of the micro-sections
of 20 or less members scattered around
the place. (This leaves out of account
the Spanish section and its allies, which
have already flounced out on the basis
that Taaffe and co were too conciliatory.)
So let us say the Taaffe CWI is down
from 3,000-odd to 2,000, and down
from 40-odd sections this time last year,
for what they are worth, to 11. This is
undoubtedly an over-generous estimate,

‘Historic’ meeting ... hardly
if only because splits are inherently
demoralising and send people quietly to
the exits in dribs and drabs. Depending
on how much funny accounting is going
on in the SPEW membership rolls, the
number could be far lower, although
the assessment of one disgruntled
South African comrade that the Taaffe
CWI “will have less than 500 active
members” seems rather to lowball it.3

Fewer, but better?

It has been said of certain splits,
sometimes legitimately, ‘Better fewer,
but better’ - unity for its own sake can
lead to politically disastrous outcomes,
and the split may be the least-worst
option. Such is the ostensible split
justification for the CWI (Taaffe): the
comrades were shocked - shocked! - to
discover that their historic co-thinkers in
Ireland, America and (more tenuously)
in the other 20 sections squandered last
week had capitulated to identity politics
and/or become ‘Mandelites’, and thus
the international needed to be refounded
on its uniquely profitable original basis,
with regrettably (but necessarily)
fewer participants than before. We
will cover the political development
of these ‘Mandelites’ below, but in this
connection we need only consider the
history of SPEW to conclude that this
particular maxim is not a flier this time.
It was Taaffe who abandoned the
Militant Tendency’s stronghold in the
Labour Party; Taaffe who then swerved
towards disastrous feminist and black
nationalist initiatives; Taaffe who sold
his soul to petty nationalist separatism
- first in Scotland on the basis of a
few opinion polls and then in general
everywhere ‘on principle’. He objects
not to this sort of crass opportunism,
but merely to its being carried on
independently of his own political
judgement. ‘Better fewer, but better’
simply does not work if the percentage
of people in your organisation called
‘Peter Taaffe’ goes up by half.
On the plus side, taking the initiative
in forcing the split has benefits of
another kind. It certainly seems to be
the case that Taaffe and co have made
off with all the international’s assets,
taking advantage of the IS’s control
of bank accounts, web infrastructure
and so on. Given that their decision to
split amounts to an admission that they
could not expect to win at any meeting
of the IEC or subsequent congress (note
that the ‘refoundation’ of the CWI is
attributed to Taaffe’s faction, since no
more august body could be persuaded to
back it), their ransacking of the material
resources looks rather less than classy.
So what of the CWI majority? As
noted, it proposes to keep the name,
which really is fair enough. A defiant
response, signed by various figures
from the anti-Taaffe faction, has
appeared on the website of the CWI’s
American section, Socialist Alternative.

The account of the differences given is
recognisable:
The conditions suffered by large
numbers of workers, youth, women,
migrants, and other layers in society
have brought many into action.
In the case of mass movements
against specific forms of oppression,
these have often been marked by
ideological confusion, and varying
degrees of bourgeois and petty
bourgeois influence. The majority
of the CWI and its ranks believe
the best way to help overcome this
confusion is by participating as the
most dynamic and programmatically
clearest component in those
movements, clearly drawing a line
between our working class approach
and that of our opponents.
The former day-to-day leadership
of the CWI, which has carried
out a bureaucratic coup in the
organisation, … showed a lack of
confidence about intervening in
these movements. They emphasised
the fear that our membership would
be intoxicated by petty bourgeois
identity politics and other “alien
ideas” in these movements and
preferred, in their own words, to
“dig in” and await events within the
official labour movement.4
There follows a generally accurate
account of the course of the split, with
great (and probably exaggerated)
emphasis on the size of the majority,
relative to the minority, that engineered
it. The comrades do their best to end on
a stirring note:
The CWI majority is united, intact
and retains significant fighting
capacity in over 30 countries around
the globe! We are determined to
discuss and debate to draw all the
lessons from the crisis we have
been through, for how to build a
youthful, democratic and powerful
world party dedicated to the fight
for a socialist revolution … We will
soon launch an international website
and other publications. We call on
all CWI members, and workers and
youth of all countries, to discuss
with and join us!
How well do we expect them to
do? Unfortunately, it is necessary
to express scepticism. There are,
of course, the practical difficulties:
Taaffe’s carpetbaggers have run off
with all the money and the international
website, which will give them a head
start in fighting for the CWI ‘brand’.
The trouble with the particular tiered
model of organisation operated by the
CWI hitherto - a large, but basically
ineffective, leadership body, and a small
and effective day-to-day executive
- is that members of the former do

not automatically learn to do the
activities of the latter, and so it falls to
the ‘non-faction faction’ to assemble
a provisional executive body from
scratch. The CWI (Taaffe), on the other
hand, already has a ready-made clique
of cronies to run things.
More important are the political
difficulties. We have denounced
the Taaffe faction’s polemics not
for being entirely incorrect, but for
being hypocritical. Taaffe denounces
‘Mandelism’ - meaning by that
unprincipled accommodation to the
demands of social movements that are
not directly socialist, but has himself
acted in that way repeatedly, usually
with the result of total disaster. His
pseudo-left turn during the present
contretemps must be dismissed on that
basis - indeed, that unreality in relation
to practice is why the polemics being
hurled out of London are so theoretically
impoverished.

Too faithful

The CWI (majority), then, is to be
faulted not for breaking with the historic
basis of the CWI, but rather for adhering
to it all too faithfully. In its statement,
for example, it writes:
These [feminist, etc] movements
have often also been characterised
by a strong participation by the
working class, and are increasingly
being expressed in working class
strike action - for example, with
industrial action against sexism
taking place around the world from
the USA to South Africa.
We have seen a lot of this sort of stuff
in the back-and-forth between the two
factions, and indeed beforehand (the
use of the strike weapon in Catalonia,
for instance, was given as an excuse
for the CWI’s starry-eyed adulation
of national separatism there). The
mistake is, first of all, to take the use
of the strike as a form and a symbol
to be an indication of an underlying
orientation to the working class, when
in fact the strike is also part of a general
rhetorical repertoire available to all
protest movements; it is thus a kind of
category error, equivalent to mistaking
marketing slogans of the ‘Join the
[insert the particular] revolution’
type for an incipient insurrectionary
consciousness on Madison Avenue. No
doubt the comrades do not think that
the use of strike rhetoric is enough to
characterise a movement as socialist, or
even socialistic; but revealed here is the
old error of assuming that things must
develop in that direction - provided, at
any rate, there is sufficiently enthusiastic
participation of socialists.
That leads us to a second problem,
which is that “participating as the most
dynamic and programmatically clearest
component in those movements”

does not - at least without further
specification - in fact demand a “world
party dedicated to the fight for a
socialist revolution”. People can build
movements anyway, in ad-hoc affinity
groups, NGOs or whatever else. There
would be a purpose in advocating
distinctively Marxist approaches to the
questions at issue, but to do so would
be to immediately put into question the
CWI’s status as ‘participants’, for the
uncomfortable conclusion must be that
a movement of ‘all women’ ‘against
sexism’, for example, is a chimera, and
the isolated use of the strike weapon
within such a movement does not
at all entail a danger to the political
domination of the bourgeoisie. Without
such a critique, which means in the end
the willingness to split movements as
well as build them, there is no connection
between the ‘world party’ and the dayto-day activity, and certainly no obvious
reason why the right-on movementbuilding work could not be conducted
with just as ‘socialistic’ a rhetoric
within, for example, the Democratic
Socialists of America.
The germ of truth in Taaffe’s
proprietorial attitude is that the CWI’s
‘historic basis’ is primarily a matter of
its connection to Britain, and specifically
SPEW’s predecessor, Militant. Its
political coherence consisted then in an
orientation to the ‘mass parties of the
working class’, such as Labour, but, after
Taaffe’s split with Ted Grant, an absolute
refusal to do any work in those parties,
combined with a focus on severing their
links with the trade unions. Attempting to
carry on without that anchor, and on such
a thin political basis, is likely to lead not
to a renewal - ‘Better fewer, but better’ but a slow dissipation, after the fashion
of the various splits from the Socialist
Workers Party and its International
Socialist Tendency.
It need not happen that way, of course.
Both sides in this split claim to defend
the CWI tradition, but the bruising of
the last few months might act as a spur
to rethinking. It is to be hoped that this
rethinking leads back to serious Marxist
politics, and not the evaporation of one
fragment into the well-meaning activist
ether and the reduction of the other to a
sterile obedience cult l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. www.socialistparty.org.uk/

articles/29389/21-07-2019/socialist-partyconference-reaffirms-the-cwis-historic-approach.
2. www.socialistworld.net/index.php/192cwi/10249-refounding-the-committee-for-aworkers-international-on-the-basis-of-a-trotskyistprogramme-and-method.
3. https://telegra.ph/CWI-split-Statement-on-theformation-of-the-WASP-Caucus-for-a-UnitedInternational--reply-by-EC-majority--explanationby-DB-07-05.
4. www.socialistalternative.org/2019/07/26/
bureaucratic-coup-will-not-stop-cwi-majorityfrom-building-a-strong-revolutionary-socialistinternational.
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STRATEGY

Liberal and illiberal delusions
Mike Macnair argues that capitalism cannot escape from the battles of liberals and conservatives

O

n June 27 the Financial Times
published an article reporting
a long interview with Russian
president Vladimir Putin. Most of
the report is a completely predictable
defence of Putin’s domestic, ‘nearabroad’ and international policies
against the claims of the ‘west’.
One particular set of comments sent
shivers down the spines of many
western media commentators:
The Russian leader detects a
shift in the political balance of
power from traditional western
liberalism to national populism,
fuelled by public resentment about
immigration, multiculturalism and
secular values at the expense of
religion.
“Have we forgotten that all of
us live in a world based on biblical
values?” asks Mr Putin, dismissing
Karl Marx’s dictum that religion is
the opium of the masses. Similarly,
in the Russian president’s view,
liberal ideology has “outlived its
purpose”.

This is the FT’s spin on the interview.
The actual transcript was published
on its website and, though it certainly
contains the arguments in question, the
additional context makes them, while
certainly conservative, significantly
less radical than the presentation in
the FT report:
[Putin:] How long will Russia
remain a stable country? The
longer, the better. Because very
many other things and its position
in the world depend on stability,
on internal political stability.
Ultimately, the wellbeing of the
people depends, possibly primarily,
on stability.
One of the reasons, the internal
reason for the Soviet Union’s
collapse was that life was difficult
for the people, whose take-home
wages were very small. The shops
were empty, and the people lost
the intrinsic desire to preserve the
state.
They thought that it could not get
worse, no matter what happened. It
turned out that life became worse
for very many people, especially
at the beginning of the 1990s,
when the social protection and
healthcare systems collapsed and
industry was crumbling. It could be
ineffective, but at least people had
jobs. After the collapse, they lost
them. Therefore, you should look
at each particular case separately.
What is happening in the west?
What is the reason for the Trump
phenomenon, as you said, in the
US? What is happening in Europe
as well? The ruling elites have
broken away from the people.
The obvious problem is the gap
between the interests of the elites
and the overwhelming majority of
the people.
Of course, we must always bear
this in mind. One of the things we
must do in Russia is never to forget
that the purpose of the operation
and existence of any government is
to create a stable, normal, safe and
predictable life for the people and
to work towards a better future.
There is also the so-called
liberal idea, which has outlived
its purpose. Our western partners
have admitted that some elements
of the liberal idea, such as
multiculturalism, are no longer
tenable.
When the migration problem
came to a head, many people
admitted that the policy of

‘Tweedledum and Tweedledee’ John Tenniel (1871)
multiculturalism is not effective
and that the interests of the core
population should be considered although those who have run into
difficulties because of political
problems in their home countries
need our assistance as well. That is
great, but what about the interests
of their own population, when
the number of migrants heading
to western Europe is not just a
handful of people, but thousands
or hundreds of thousands? …
… the liberal idea presupposes
that nothing needs to be done. The
migrants can kill, plunder and rape
with impunity because their rights
as migrants must be protected.
What rights are these? Every crime
must have its punishment.
So, the liberal idea has
become obsolete. It has come
into conflict with the interests
of the overwhelming majority
of the population. Or take the
traditional values. I am not trying
to insult anyone, because we have
been condemned for our alleged
homophobia as it is. But we have
no problems with LGBT persons.
God forbid, let them live as they
wish. But some things do appear
excessive to us.
They claim now that children
can play five or six gender roles.
I cannot even say exactly what
genders these are - I have no notion.
Let everyone be happy, we have no
problem with that. But this must
not be allowed to overshadow the
culture, traditions and traditional
family values of millions of people
making up the core population.
Lionel Barber: Does that include
- this is very important, like you
say - the end of this liberal idea,
because - what else did you say uncontrolled immigration, open
borders, definitely, as you say,
diversity as an organising principle
in society? What else do you think
is just finished in terms of the
liberal idea? And would you say
- if I could just add - that religion
therefore must play an important
role in terms of national culture
and cohesiveness?

Putin: It should play its current
role. It [religion] cannot be pushed
out of this cultural space. We
should not abuse anything.
Russia is an Orthodox Christian
nation, and there have always
been problems between Orthodox
Christianity and the Catholic
world. This is exactly why I
will now say a few words about
Catholics. Are there any problems
there? Yes, there are, but they
cannot be overexaggerated and
used for destroying the Roman
Catholic church itself. This is what
cannot be done …
A bit later, towards the end of the
interview, Putin in a certain sense
backtracks from the line of the ‘liberal
idea’ being “obsolete”:
Henry Foy: … some of the themes
you were referring to would echo
in people such as [former Trump
advisor] Steve Bannon, and Mr
Trump himself, and the groups in
Europe who have come to power.
Do you think if the end of the
liberal idea is over, is now the time
of the ‘illiberals’? And do you
see more and more allies growing
around the world to your way of
seeing the human existence at the
moment?
Putin: You know, it seems to
me that purely liberal or purely
traditional ideas have never
existed. Probably, they did once
exist in the history of humankind,
but everything very quickly ends in
a deadlock if there is no diversity.
Everything starts to become
extreme one way or another.
Various ideas and various
opinions should have a chance to
exist and manifest themselves, but
at the same time interests of the
general public, those millions of
people and their lives, should never
be forgotten. This is something that
should not be overlooked ...
For this reason, I am not a
fan of quickly shutting, tying,
closing, disbanding everything,
arresting everybody or dispersing
everybody. Of course not. The

liberal idea cannot be destroyed
either; it has the right to exist and
it should even be supported in
some things. But you should not
think that it has the right to be the
absolute dominating factor.
Putin is in substance advocating an
explicit nationalism, accompanied by
a strong role for organised religion
and - going along with it - a marked
gender traditionalism. This last, while
it is immediately directed against
the current ‘fashionable fear’, trans
rights, includes a sideline of defence
of the Catholic church’s child sex
abuse cover-ups, and carries with it an
underlying patriarchalist logic.

Not new

In one sense none of this is really very
new. One can hear such things being
said by Tory leadership candidates,
and it is the small change of articles
in the Express, Mail, Telegraph and
so on. It was the politics appealed to
by Richard Nixon’s “silent majority”
speech in 1969, and the politics of the
‘Monday Club’ Conservative right
caucus (disaffiliated from the party
over racism in 2001).1
The context Putin offers for his
argument is for anti-liberalism to
begin with the collapse of the USSR
and the Yeltsin administration, and the
economic disasters experienced by
the Russian population under Yeltsin.
Putin rightly says that the population
“thought that it could not get worse,
no matter what happened. It turned out
that life became worse for very many
people ...” He then draws an analogy
between this failure, and in the west
“the gap between the interests of the
elites and the overwhelming majority
of the people”.
It is then sharply visible that, while
the underlying diagnosis is economic,
the issues Putin’s anti-liberalism
addresses are actually not economic:
migrants as a threat of crime and a
threat to cultural coherence, gender
radicals as a threat to “the culture,
traditions and traditional family
values of millions of people making
up the core population”.
In this context, why the idea that

“the so-called liberal idea ... has
outlived its purpose” or “become
obsolete”? Putin appears from the
interview to be a perfectly ordinary
nationalist-religious conservative, for
whom liberalism would never have
had a purpose or a role from which
it could “become obsolete”. His
background as a KGB officer before
1991 would be perfectly consistent
with this view, since the ‘official’
police ideology of the Soviet regime
was nationalist, patriarchalist, etc.2
The answer may well be that,
from Putin’s point of view, the
‘point’ of liberalism was its role in
the 1980s-90s: that is, to overthrow
Soviet bureaucratic ‘socialism’, its
nationalist imitators in the ‘third
world’, and European cold war social
democracy. On this approach, it might
be argued that ‘we’ (the world’s rulers)
only needed liberalism to get rid of
socialism and, now ‘we’ have got rid
of socialism, ‘we’ can and should turn
to nationalist authoritarianism as the
normal political regime.
If this is what Putin means,
however, his response to Foy showed
an unambiguous retreat from the idea.
Putin in this last response sounds a
lot more sensible than Trump, or the
other right-populists, who really do
imagine a society without what Tories
have historically called ‘faction’: ie,
liberalism and other forms of dissent.

Majority?

Putin claims that his conservatism
represents
“the
overwhelming
majority of the people”. So, of course,
do the US Republican right and
the Tories. Thus, just for example,
Iain Duncan Smith in 2004 claimed
that “the Tory Party can recover by
mobilising the support of Britain’s
natural
conservative
majority,
including Labour’s working class
voters”.3 Or, in the USA, compare
political commentator David Brooks
in 2005 on why Congressional
obstruction will not work for
Democrats:
Bill Clinton only got 43% of
the vote. There was a natural
conservative majority in this
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country.
The
problem
for
Republicans then was they weren’t
voting for Republicans. They were
voting for Democrats. And so they
only needed to win conservatives
to the Republican side to win a
majority.4
Nor is any of this new. The Tory
language of ‘faction’ in the 18th
century proceeded on the basis that the
Whigs were an illegitimate minority,
which had somehow captured the
levers of power.5
The problem is that, in spite of
the claim to the ‘natural conservative
majority’, conservatives turn out
to be decidedly unfriendly to free
elections. The Putin administration
has displayed this in the last weeks banning opposition candidates from
local elections, imprisoning protestors
against this fix for ‘unauthorised
demonstrations’ and, most recently,
the suspicion of poisoning an
opposition leader in gaol.6
Not unique. The Republicans
have recently been celebrating
a US Supreme Court decision,
which protects their stunning
gerrymandering
activities
from
judicial interference.7 Clear British
examples are mainly older, with
reorganisations of local government
for the benefit of Conservative
control under Ted Heath and, more
spectacularly,
under
Margaret
Thatcher - the Cameron and May
administrations have merely imposed
financial squeeze and privatisations,
though the 2010-15 Con-Lib Dem
coalition aimed to reduce the number
of MPs and in doing so skew the
balance in favour of the Tories.8
If they have the natural majority
behind them, what do they have to be
afraid of?
In reality, the natural conservative
majority is a delusion. The
gerrymandering
and
similar
operations arise because liberalism
can win a temporary majority, just
as conservatism can also win a
temporary majority.

Liberal

Martin Wolf, responding to Putin’s
interview in the FT (July 3), argues:
All liberals share a belief in human
agency. They trust in the capacity
of human beings to decide things
for themselves. This belief has
radical implications. It implies the
right to make their own plans, to
express their own opinions and
to participate in public life. These
attitudes were realised in the system
we call ‘liberal democracy’.
Liberals share a belief that
agency depends on possession
of economic and political rights.
Institutions are needed to protect
those rights - independent legal
systems, above all. But agency also
depends on markets to coordinate
independent economic actors ...
Wolf goes on to argue that liberalism
promotes economic growth - using a
stunning artificial set of synchronic
comparisons for 2018, and ignoring
Putin’s fundamental point, that the
effect of Yeltsin’s ‘liberal’ regime
was an enormous impoverishment of
Russians in the 1990s. Wolf admits
that liberalism has problems “over
their ability to absorb immigrants
and manage inequality”. Liberalism,
he then argues, “requires constant
adaptation and adjustment. Mr Putin
has no idea what this means: he cannot
conceive of a social order that does
not rest on force and fraud. We know
better.”
This is a stunning claim. On July
4 the British navy, operating out of
Gibraltar, seized an Iranian-flagged
tanker - an action taken on US
advice and under a fraudulent claim
of implementing European Union
sanctions against Syria. Both force
and fraud. The Iranians’ reprisal action

(lawful under classical international
law9) has been denounced by the press,
including the FT, as ‘state piracy’ more fraud.
It is the latest stage in a campaign
of force and fraud in the Middle East,
which has included the infliction of
pure destruction on Iraq, Libya, Yemen
and Syria: the first on grounds well
known to be fraudulent, the last three
under pretences of ‘humanitarian
intervention’ - which, however, kill
very many more people than the
atrocities which were supposed to
justify intervention.
Alongside this persistent use of
force there has been, since 2005, a
campaign of fraudulent redefinition
of ‘anti-Semitism’ designed to
sanctify the state of Israel’s claim to
‘secure borders’ and to delegitimise
campaigners for Palestinian rights and
against US and ‘western’ Middle East
warfare. Since 2015, this malicious
campaign of defamation has been
deployed by the British advertisingfunded media against the Labour left
on an escalating scale.
No, Mr Wolf, liberals do not
“know better”. The regime they
operate was perhaps something more
than a regime of ‘force and fraud’
when the concessions they made in
the 1950s-70s were in place, and
related to much more real economic
development than there has been in
the recent past. Maybe (as a good
many semi-left economists think) the
concessions enabled the real economic
development. Or maybe (as ‘falling
rate of profit’ theorists and others have
argued) the real economic development
of the 1950s-70s, facilitated by the
capital losses of 1939-47, allowed
space for concessions to the working
class and to colonial nationalists.
But, either way, in the recent past
this has not been on offer. For the
last 30 years, the liberals can be well
characterised in the words of the
speech Roman historian Tacitus put in
the mouth of the Caledonian fighter,
Calgacus, in 83/84 AD: “Auferre
trucidare rapere falsis nominibus
imperium atque ubi solitudinem
faciunt pacem appellant” (To ravage,
to slaughter, to usurp under false
justifications, they call public order;
and where they make a depopulation,
they call it peace).10
Wolf’s argument works, to the
extent that it works at all, by writing
out of existence the forcible and
fraudulent operations of the USA and
its allies internationally. The linkage
between liberalism at home and force
and fraud abroad is no novelty. It can
be seen in the Whig administrations of
the 18th century, in Lord Palmerston’s
‘gunboat diplomacy’ in the mid-19th,
and in the ‘Liberal imperialists’ of the
1890s and after.11
In reality, of course, force and fraud
are not absent at home either. Force
lies below the surface in the routine
operations of the police, prisons,
bailiffs and private security operators.
Wolf would no doubt regard this as
“independent legal systems”. But this
particular ‘independent legal system’
absolutely routinely sells justice to the
highest bidder, and denies justice, in
violation of the Magna Carta, through
the ‘free market in legal services’.
Fraud has displayed itself particularly
spectacularly - to take only a single
example - in the Liberal Democrats’
pretence that they would abolish tuition
fees in their 2010 election campaign,
and then joining a coalition with the
Conservatives, with Vince Cable in
particular promoting the sale and denial
of justice through tribunal fees - to the
point that the scam was unacceptable
even to the senior judiciary.12
Again, there is nothing new here.
The working classes - artisans, not
just wage-workers - turned out in large
numbers in support of the campaign
for parliamentary reform which led to
the Reform Act 1832.13 What they got
from the resulting Whig government
was … the 1834 ‘New Poor Law’,

which cut ‘outdoor relief’ and medical
aid, and generalised the principle of the
workhouse.
The lesson was learnt by the
founders of the left wing of Chartism:
that the alliance with the Whigs
(later Liberals) was untrustworthy.
But also, by the 1840s, some Tories
could manoeuvre to win working
class backing against the Liberals
through support for legislation limiting
working hours. Working class Toryism
continued down to Thatcher’s time,
and May and Johnson have been
attempting to revive it.

Western solidarity

Colin Foster of the Alliance for
Workers’ Liberty (more accurately,
Alliance for Workers’ Liberalism) in
the July 3 issue of its paper Solidarity
(more accurately, Western Solidarity)
responds to Putin’s claims with the
belief that his arguments have some
support on the left:
… the outcry against liberalism
has been joined by many who
think themselves on the left. From
the platform of the ‘Full Brexit’
pressure group, RMT member
Eddie Dempsey declared that “the
working class” “hates the liberal
left”, and is right to do so ...
He counterposes to this what he claims
is Marx’s and Engels’ unequivocal
support for the 19th-century liberals
against their conservative opponents,
citing an article of September 1847,
which Marx then quoted in 1865
in breaking off relations with the
Lassallean JB von Schweitzer’s
Sozial-Demokrat. From this reference,
he jumps back to the Communist
manifesto’s critiques of ‘feudal
socialism’ and ‘True Socialism’, and
the 1847 article again.
As usual, this is a one-sided
selection to support the AWL’s proliberal stance. From the time of 1848
and after, missing is the celebrated 1850
‘Address of the Central Committee of
the Communist League’ by Marx and
Engels:
We told you already in 1848,
brothers, that the German liberal
bourgeoisie would soon come
to. At the moment, while the
democratic petty bourgeois are
everywhere oppressed, they preach
to the proletariat general unity and
reconciliation; they extend the hand
of friendship, and seek to found a
great opposition party which will
embrace all shades of democratic
opinion; that is, they seek to ensnare
the workers in a party organisation
in which general social democratic
phrases prevail, while their
particular interests are kept hidden
behind, and in which, for the sake
of preserving the peace, the specific
demands of the proletariat may not
be presented ...
Even where there is no prospect
of achieving their election, the
workers must put up their own
candidates to preserve their
independence, to gauge their
own strength and to bring their
revolutionary position and party
standpoint to public attention.
They must not be led astray by the
empty phrases of the democrats,
who will maintain that the workers’
candidates will split the democratic
party and offer the forces of reaction
the chance of victory.14
The story on the 1860s is equally
only half a story. Foster cites
Marx and Engels breaking off
relations with Schweitzer’s paper
over Lassalle’s and Schweitzer’s
collaboration with Bismarck against
the German liberals. But he leaves
out the Marx-Engels criticisms
of Wilhelm Liebknecht and his
co-thinkers for participation in
the Saxon liberal Volkspartei,
‘Kleinstaaterei’ liberalism, and their

very limited practical support for
the First International.15

Twins

Duncan Thomas, writing on the
website of Revolutionary Socialism in
the 21st century, argues that (to quote
the introduction) “Boris Johnson’s
election signals a desperate new
stage in the long death of British
conservatism”.16 He states:
There was a time, not so long ago,
that the Conservative Party prided
itself on prudence, statecraft and
long-term strategic governance.
This is a party of the rural,
monarchist aristocracy that not
only survived the vast social and
economic transformations heralded
by industrial capitalism, free-trade
liberalism, universal suffrage and
social democracy, but actually
flourished under circumstances to
which it seemed hugely ill-suited.
But now it is in decline, and both its
divisions over Europe generally and
the Brexit impasse in particular are
products of that decline.
The mistake in this analysis is the
characterisation of the Conservative
Party as (merely) “a party of the rural
monarchist aristocracy” and one “illsuited” to industrial capitalism, and so on.
The reality is that what became Toryism
emerged around 1680 as a reaction to
what was already beginning to be called
(as a term of abuse) Whiggism: that is, in
the process of capitalist modernisation.
The same is true of the emergence of
American forms of conservatism, of the
French Counter-Enlightenment/Party
of Order, of the Vatican’s campaign to
develop anti-Semitic social-Christianism
in the late 19th century, and so on.17
None of these forms have any real
resemblance to the political dynamics
of pre-capitalist societies. Conservatism
and its congeners, Liberalism and
its equivalents, are the inseparably
conjoined twins of capitalist politics.
A consequence is that Thomas’s
glee over the crisis of the Tory Party
is not merely unrealistic in immediate
politics, but unduly optimistic at
the strategic level. If the Tory Party
is knocked out over Brexit, it will
merely be replaced by some new rightpopulist party, because the underlying
dynamics of capitalism throw up both
liberalism and conservatism in politics.
I have made the point before that
both trends are natural ideologies of
capitalism. Liberalism ideologises the
market sphere, of which Marx said:
“This sphere that we are deserting,
within whose boundaries the sale and
purchase of labour-power goes on, is
in fact a very Eden of the innate rights
of man. There alone rule Freedom,
Equality, Property and Bentham.”18
Conservatism ideologises the other side
of the coin: the despotism of the factory,
and the aspect of production where
The contract by which he sold to the
capitalist his labour-power proved,
so to say, in black and white that
he disposed of himself freely. The
bargain concluded, it is discovered
that he was no ‘free agent’, that the
time for which he is free to sell his
labour-power is the time for which
he is forced to sell it, that in fact the
vampire will not lose its hold on him,
“so long as there is a muscle, a nerve,
a drop of blood to be exploited”.19
Both sides are necessary aspects
of capitalism. Nor is the second
sphere, the despotism of production,
restricted to large-scale industry: it
was small-scale capitalist production
in the 17th and 18th centuries
which gave us the doctrines that
the master could use ‘reasonable
force’ to discipline his servants, and
the crimes of conspiracy to raise
wages and reduce working hours.20
It is the development of generalised
commodity production, and the
dominance of the circuit M‑C‑P‑Cʹ‑Mʹ,

which produces the two-sided natural
ideologies.
This circumstance means that, on
the one hand, conservatism, for all its
pretences of national solidarity, can
never break with ‘economic freedom’,
even if it becomes totalitarian, as in
the Nazi regime. And, on the other
hand, liberalism can never break with
the authoritarianism of the workplace
- witness, as merely a small example,
Vince Cable’s scheme to render
employment rights unenforceable by
imposing fees.
The consequence is that a left which
attempts to make a strategic bloc with
conservative nationalism against the
liberals - as the Morning Star and the
part of the left influenced by it has
attempted over Brexit - will find itself
betrayed and going down.
But for the workers’ movement and
the left to attempt to commit itself to
the permanent victory of liberalism
over conservatism is also a delusion.
And the result will be that, when the
liberals produce impoverishment, a left
which clings to them will find itself
betrayed and going down l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk
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DEBATE

Lenin’s misreading of Marx
In the first of a two-part article, Nick Rogers claims that Lenin’s The state and revolution introduced the
concept of socialism and communism as two different forms of post-capitalist society. His contention is that
this established a “framework” that in the 20th century was abused to “justify Stalinist practice”

L

enin spent much of the summer
of 1917 in hiding, moving from
safe house to safe house, then
relocating to an isolated lakeside
peasant hut not far from Petrograd and
finally escaping to Finland. After the
semi-insurrectionary demonstrations of
early July had ebbed, an orchestrated
campaign accusing the Bolshevik leader
of being a German spy allowed Russia’s
Provisional Government to take steps to
suppress the Bolsheviks and imprison
its leaders. Lenin took the precaution of
preserving his freedom and possibly his
life at the cost of removing himself from
the centre of political events.
In Finland Lenin spent much
of his time writing up a substantial
manuscript, based on extensive notes he
had taken the previous year. The topic
was the attitude of Marx and Engels to
the state and their view of what would
become of this institution (or set of
institutions) following a successful
workers’ revolution. The resulting
pamphlet was not published until 1918.
By then Lenin was head of government
of the new revolutionary soviet regime.
Lenin’s prestige as leader of the first
national government - established with
the explicit aim of building a new postcapitalist order - was to make classics
of many of his writings for the millions
who in succeeding decades were won
to revolutionary socialist politics. The
long pamphlet he drafted in August and
September 1917 and published under
the title of The state and revolution1 was
to be one of these - and arguably among
the most influential.
It popularised concepts such
as Engels’ discussion of the postrevolutionary “withering away of the
state” that until then had received scant
attention within the mainstream politics
of the socialist Second International. A
‘commune state’ of the type pioneered
for a few short weeks in 1871 by the
Parisian revolutionaries was identified
as the political form through which a
workers’ regime would rule.
More fatefully for the future
development of socialist politics in
the Marxist tradition, Lenin’s work
also introduced an interpretation of the
discussion in Marx’s 1875 Critique
of the Gotha programme2 that this
article contends misrepresented Marx’s
thinking. This is the idea that even after
capitalism has been superseded the
cooperative, egalitarian and democratic
society for which socialists were striving
must pass through two distinct phases,
or stages, based on starkly contrasting
distributive principles. To these phases
Lenin in The state and revolution
applied the terms respectively of
‘socialism’ and ‘communism’.3
Ultimately
this
newly-minted
conceptual framework was to shape
the Stalinist constitution of 1936,
which defined the Soviet Union as a
‘socialist’ society based on the principle
of allocating consumer goods “to each
according to his work”.4
The idea that socialism and
communism represented two different
types of society (albeit on a continuum
of evolutionary development) was
to warp the theoretical thinking of
all the parties that claimed descent
from the Communist International
established by the Bolsheviks in 1919.
This includes the Trotskyist parties
that broke with the Stalinised version
of the communist tradition. Most
significantly, the “withering away of the
state”, rather than beginning as soon as
the workers seize political control, was
now relegated to a hazily-envisaged
(and probably far-distant) future which

would only be reached after ‘socialism’
had matured into ‘full communism’.
Only then could consumer goods be
distributed on the basis of “to each
according to their needs”.
Yet in all of Marx’s writings the
discussion of a “first” and then a
“higher phase of communist society”
occurs only in the Critique of the Gotha
programme - a document written with
polemical intent for a tiny audience.
Nowhere do either Marx or Engels
associate ‘socialism’ with the one
and ‘communism’ with the other.
In fact, Marx and Engels generally
used ‘socialism’ and ‘communism’ as
synonyms for the same future society5
and Engels pointed out in referencing
the Paris Commune that the state’s
withering away begins as soon as the
workers seized political control.6
Lenin’s claim that Marx’s “first stage
of communist society” is “usually called
socialism” implied that he was drawing
on the concepts and terminology of
earlier theorists. However, I have not
identified an earlier use of the terms
‘socialism’ and ‘communism’ to make
the distinction that Lenin draws in The
state and revolution. It seems to me
likely that this was Lenin’s innovation.7
Therefore, to Lenin falls the
responsibility for an overly-schematic
interpretation that was ultimately to
distort how socialists viewed Marx’s
thinking about communism and the
nature of the transition to it.
This article argues that theorists and
activists who wish to learn from the
Marxist tradition should do what Lenin
did during 1916 and 1917, and return to
the writings of Marx and Engels on the
question of the state and communism
- always, of course, with a critical
eye. In particular, they should engage
with a gap in Lenin’s research project
during those months in 1916 and 1917:
Marx’s Capital, which has much light
to shed on the mode of production Marx
thought would replace capitalism.

State and
revolution

Lenin’s The state and revolution is in
many ways a remarkable document.
Written on the eve of the Bolshevik
insurrection of October 1917, it
explains how the ultimate objective of
a workers’ revolution was to dissolve
the very state power it aimed to seize.
The document consists of six chapters.
The first five are structured around
quotations and analyses of the works of
Marx and Engels. The sixth deals with
the views of Plekhanov and Kautsky
in order to expose how far they had
departed, in Lenin’s view, from the
Marxist theoretical framework.
However, it was not written as a
plan of action for the coming revolution
in Russia. In fact, the revolutionary
events of 1917 receive only a handful
of mentions in its pages. A proposed
seventh chapter dealing with the Russian
revolutions of 1905 and February 1917
was never completed.8 The state and
revolution is part a work of theory
and part a polemic, aimed at Lenin’s
opponents in the Second International
parties, who also claimed to adhere to
the Marxist tradition - above all Karl
Kautsky. It does not discuss Russia’s
atypical (from a western European
socialist perspective) political and social
conditions and the special challenges
these posed to Marxist revolutionaries.
It was intended as a contribution to
general socialist theory.
The state and revolution also served
as a project of personal clarification. It
had an origin in a 1916 dispute between

Lenin led to Stalinism: an old calumny
Lenin and his fellow Bolshevik, the
young theorist, Nikolai Bukharin,
on the question of the state.9 Lenin
had condemned as “unMarxist and
unsocialist”10 some of the formulations
in an article by Bukharin11 that Lenin
refused to publish. At the time, Lenin
promised to examine the issue in greater
length and - as a result of his reading and
note-taking (in a blue-bound journal
that, as an anxious Lenin later reported
to Kamenev, was left for a period of 1917
in Stockholm) - came to conclusions
that were much closer to those of
Bukharin than he had anticipated at
the outset. In a note to a 1925 edition
of the article which initiated the dispute
with Lenin, Bukharin writes that at the
Sixth Congress of the Bolsheviks, held
semi-illegally in Petrograd in July 1917,
in Lenin’s absence, his wife, Nadezhda
Krupskaya, passed on a message: “VI
asked me to tell you that he no longer
has any disagreements with you on the
question of the state.”12
Lenin’s central finding in The state
and revolution is that the state is a
historical phenomenon associated with
class society. It came into existence
with the emergence several thousand
years ago of social stratification and
hierarchy. It is an organ by which the
ruling elite exercises political, social
and economic control over subordinate
classes - especially the direct producers
of the social product: ie, through most
of history the peasantry, but latterly, in
the advanced countries of Europe and
North America, the working class.
The chief defining features of the
state are its bureaucracy and its control
of armed bodies of men, along with
institutions of coercion of all types,
such as prisons.
When the working class revolution
succeeds in creating a society in
which everyone is a worker and none
monopolises the means of production
to live off the work of others, classes
would dissolve (since Marxists define
classes by their relationship to the
means of production). Then the state
as an instrument of class control
and oppression would also become

redundant. Lenin quotes from Engels’
The origin of the family, private property
and the state (the same passage indeed
that Bukharin had quoted in his article):
We are now rapidly approaching
a stage in the development of
production, at which the existence
of these classes not only will
have ceased to be a necessity, but
will become a positive hindrance
to production. They will fall as
inevitably as they arose at an earlier
stage. Along with them, the state
will inevitably fall. Society, which
will reorganise production on the
basis of a free and equal association
of the producers, will put the whole
machinery of the state where it
will then belong: into a museum
of antiquities, by the side of the
spinning wheel and the bronze axe.13
If the dispute with Bukharin spurred
Lenin to embark on his research, it is
those he describes as the “opportunists”
of the socialist movement who now
are the principle target of his ire - with
the anarchists only a secondary target.
Bukharin is not mentioned.
Lenin observes that Engels’ use of
the phrase, “withering away”, in relation
to the state in the famous passage from
Anti-Dühring14 has been misused to
support gradualist, non-revolutionary
approaches to social change. But
Engels was talking not about the state
created to defend the capitalist social
system (the ‘bourgeois’ state), but of the
state the workers’ revolution creates.
This state is characterised by Lenin as
“the dictatorship of the proletariat”,
as “a special coercive force for the
suppression of the bourgeoisie by the
proletariat.”
The ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’
has caused considerable confusion
down the years. Hal Draper has
performed an important work of
intellectual archaeology in identifying
each occasion on which Marx or
Engels mention the dictatorship of the
proletariat.15 He finds only 12 instances,
clustered in three time periods: post-

1848, in discussions of the Paris
Commune, and in Engels’ latter years.
Draper insists that Marx and Engels use
the phrase exclusively as a synonym
for a “workers’ state” or “the political
rule of the working class” (what in
the Communist manifesto is called
“winning the battle for democracy”).
Draper speculates that Marx and
Engels, consciously or not, turn to the
phrase when engaging with the very
‘revolutionary’ followers of Louis
Blanqui, in order to differentiate the
class rule the ‘Marx party’ advocated
from the rule of a revolutionary elite, for
which Blanqui was organising.
For Marx and Engels the dictatorship
of the proletariat did not imply a special
form of repressive rule. In fact they
also wrote of the “dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie” when discussing a wide
variety of 19th century political forms,
including democratic parliamentary
republics. The word ‘dictatorship’ had
changed its meaning over the course
of the second half of the 19th century.
When Marx and Engels began writing
in the middle of that century, it was most
commonly associated with the Roman
institution of dictatura and denoted
a temporary period of emergency
measures, which accorded with Marx’s
and Engels’ view of the provisional
nature of the post-revolutionary
workers’ state.
By the end of the century, the modernday usage of the word ‘dictatorship’
was emerging and even many Marxists
began to misunderstand what Marx
meant. This includes the Russian
Social Democratic leader and theorist,
Georgi Plekhanov, who inserted “the
dictatorship of the proletariat” into the
1903 programme of the Russian Social
Democratic and Labour Party (of which
the Bolsheviks were a faction).
Draper explores Lenin’s confusion
about the real meaning of the phrase in
a number of early works. He judges that
Lenin uses the phrase broadly correctly
in The state and revolution,16 although
perhaps a “special coercive force”
strays into the modern rather than the
Marxist usage of ‘dictatorship’. In the
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midst of the 1918-21 civil war, when
analogies with the terror of the French
Revolution became a regular feature
of Bolshevik parlance, Draper assesses
Lenin (and other Bolsheviks) to have
been less scrupulous in their use of the
phrase.17
Chapter 3 of The state and
revolution18 deals with the lessons Marx
learnt from the Paris Commune of 1871
- as set out primarily in The civil war
in France, published by Marx a few
weeks after the defeat of the Commune.
This event allowed Marx to begin to
answer in concrete terms the question of
what was to replace the bourgeois state.
The objective was not to “transfer the
bureaucratic-military machinery from
one hand to another, but [to] smash it”.
The bureaucratic state inherited
from French absolutism and the two
Napoleons was abolished by means of
the election of all representatives who
were subjected to instant recall, plus
enforcing the payment of the equivalent
of workers’ wages for public servants.
The standing army was replaced by the
“armed people”. In fact, the defence of
the cannons of the Parisian National
Guard from seizure by the official
government in Versailles was the spark
for the revolt.
No division between legislature
and executive was recognised: “not the
abolition of representative and elective
principles, but rather their conversion
from talking shops into working
bodies”.
Lenin challenges the claim of leading
German Social Democratic reformist
Eduard Bernstein that the motivating
spirit of the commune was federalism,
by arguing that the Commune’s plans
for the election of a national government
by communal authorities across France
would have enabled both local initiative
and centralism.

Socialism and
communism

For Lenin, The state and revolution was
an opportunity to share his discoveries
about the emancipatory ideas of Marx
and Engels in relation to political
power and the type of institutions the
revolution would establish. It was an
intellectual journey which brought him
much closer to Bukharin’s conception
of the need to “blow up” the existing
state, replacing it with a form of ultrademocratic political power, modelled
on the Paris Commune. Once a
classless society is created, the need
for institutions standing in any way
separate from society and exercising
coercive force become superfluous.
Yet, just as he reaches these
conclusions, Lenin takes one step
back from the radical implications for
revolutionary practice. Up until the
closing paragraphs of chapter 4, the
role of the post-revolutionary state has
been limited to defending the rule of the
working class from its class opponents
- specifically, the capitalist class.
Now Lenin introduces an additional
condition for the ultimate “withering
away” of the state. Having explained
that, if democracy is a form of state,
then a stateless society implies the end
of democracy, he is keen to clarify that
democratic practice will continue: “We
do not expect the advent of a system
of society in which the principle of
subordination of the minority to the
majority will not be observed.”
But how is the minority to be
made subordinate to the majority in a
stateless society? For the first time in
the pamphlet Lenin uses ‘socialism’ and
‘communism’ to signify different types
of society:
In striving for socialism, however,
we are convinced that it will develop
into communism and, therefore, that
the need for violence against people
in general, for the subordination
of one man to another, and of
one section of the population to
another, will vanish altogether, since
people will become accustomed to
observing the elementary conditions

of social life without violence and
without subordination.19
This is a significant shift of emphasis.
It is being suggested that organised
violence by a set of institutions that may
still be called a state will be necessary
in a form of society called socialism
and will only disappear at a later stage.
Lenin then quotes from Engels’ 1891
preface to Marx’s The civil war in
France to the effect:
In order to emphasise this element
of habit, Engels speaks of a new
generation, “reared in new, free
social conditions”, which will be
able to “discard the entire lumber of
the state” - of any state, including the
democratic-republican state.
The change of direction in Lenin’s
line of argument is made clearer in
chapter 5 (‘The economic basis of the
withering away of the state’20). Here
Lenin turns to consider Marx’s Critique
of the Gotha programme (abbreviated
to the Critique in the rest of this
article), written in May 1875 as a letter
to Marx’s and Engels’ supporters in
Germany (the so-called Eisenachers in
the German Social Democratic Workers
Party), criticising the compromises they
had made in reaching a unity deal with
the supporters of the late Ferdinand
Lassalle (organised in the General
Association of German Workers) and
the joint programme that was to be
submitted to a unity conference in the
town of Gotha.
The Critique is a document in which
Marx goes into some detail, albeit in
a condensed form, about the future
communist society. However, we have
to bear in mind that he is polemicising
against Lassallean formulations that
he regards as ambiguous and open to
non-revolutionary interpretation. The
Critique was not intended to be a public
document (his target audience was a
handful of political leaders). In fact a
single copy was circulated in Germany
and returned, as requested, to Marx.
It was not published until 1891, when
Engels made its contents public in the
midst of a debate about a later party
programme. Nor was it what Marx
would have described as one of his
“scientific” works. His intention was
to pound some sense into the heads of
those who claimed to be his followers.
First, Lenin broaches Marx’s
discussion in the Critique of the
“revolutionary dictatorship of the
proletariat”. Marx contrasts the
Lassallean concept of a “free state” with
what will actually happen to the state
after the workers take power:
Between capitalist and communist
society there lies a period of
revolutionary
transformation
from one to the other. There is a
corresponding period of transition in
the political sphere and in this period
the state can only take the form of
a revolutionary dictatorship of the
proletariat.21
Lenin reiterates points he has made in
earlier chapters about the link between
the state and class society:
Furthermore, during the transition
from capitalism to communism
suppression is still necessary, but
it is now the suppression of the
exploiting minority by the exploited
majority. A special apparatus, a
special machine for suppression, the
‘state’, is still necessary, but it is now
a transitional state. It is no longer a
state in the proper sense of the word;
for the suppression of the minority
of exploiters by the majority … is
comparatively so easy, simple and
natural a task that it will entail far
less bloodshed than the suppression
of the risings of slaves, serfs or
wage-labourers, and it will cost
mankind far less.22
But he then returns to the theme

with which he closed chapter 4 - the
potentially anti-social behaviour of
individuals - and adds:
We are not utopians, and do not in
the least deny the possibility and
inevitability of excesses on the part
of individual persons, or the need
to stop such excesses. In the first
place, however, no special machine,
no special apparatus of suppression,
is needed for this; this will be done
by the armed people themselves, as
simply and as readily as any crowd
of civilised people, even in modern
society, interferes to put a stop to a
scuffle or to prevent a woman from
being assaulted. And, secondly, we
know that the fundamental social
cause of excesses, which consist in
the violation of the rules of social
intercourse, is the exploitation of the
people, their want and their poverty.
With the removal of this chief cause,
excesses will inevitably begin to
‘wither away’. With their withering
away the state will also wither away.23
Lenin has added a powerful caveat to
his previous discussion of the state. It is
no longer merely an instrument of class
society, but additionally serves the role
(even in the residual form of the “armed
people”) of mitigating “the excesses” of
individuals. Even in a classless society,
only if these behaviours disappear
will the state also disappear. It is after
adding this new definition of the role
of the state to Marxist theory that Lenin
introduces his innovatory interpretation
of Marx’s ‘two phases of class society’.
In the Critique Marx dismisses
various formulations in the unity
programme, such as “the proceeds
of labour belong undiminished with
equal right to all members of society”
and “a fair distribution of the proceeds
of labour” as effectively waffle:
“‘Proceeds of labour’ is a loose notion,
which Lassalle has put in place of
definite economic conceptions. What is
‘fair distribution’?”24
Marx points out that various
collective social requirements must
be met from the total social output reserves to cover unexpected events,
investment for expanding production,
administrative expenses, education,
health, and provision for people who
cannot work - before the new society can
consider the distribution of consumer
goods to individuals. How then is this
distribution to be organised? Marx
suggests that in a communist society
that has only just been established, and
which is “still stamped with the birth
marks of the old society from whose
womb it emerges”,
… the individual producer …
receives a certificate from society
that he has furnished such and such
an amount of labour (after deducting
his labour for the common funds),
and with this certificate he draws
from the social stock of means of
consumption as much as the same
amount of labour costs. The same
amount of labour which he has given
to society in one form he receives
back in another.
Marx makes a comparison with the
exchange of commodities (“as far as
this is exchange of equal values”) and
concludes that “equal right here is still
in principle bourgeois right”. This
provides Marx with the opportunity to
lambast the Lassallean concepts of “fair
distribution” and “equal right”:
[T]his equal right is still constantly
stigmatised by a bourgeois
limitation. The right of the producers
is proportional to the labour they
supply; the equality consists in the
fact that measurement is made with
an equal standard: labour.
But one man is superior to
another physically, or mentally, and
supplies more labour in the same
time, or can labour for a longer time;
and labour, to serve as a measure,

must be defined by its duration or
intensity, otherwise it ceases to be a
standard of measurement. This equal
right is an unequal right … Further,
one worker is married, another not;
one has more children than another,
and so on and so forth. Thus, with
an equal performance of labour, and
hence an equal share in the social
consumption fund, one will in fact
receive more than another, one will
be richer than another, and so on. To
avoid all these defects, right, instead
of being equal, would have to be
unequal.

‘socialist’ society, in which, although
there are no longer conflicting classes,
there remains the need for a state until
people have learnt “to work for society
without any rules of law”.28
Lenin has set high barriers to the
“withering away of the state”: the
vanishing of individual excesses, to the
extent that rules are followed by habit,
and such an increase in production that
individuals can “take freely” from the
stock of consumer goods.
In the next article, I assess how far
Lenin’s interpretation distorted Marx’s
thinking l

However, communist society is not
static. There will be multiple phases:

Both parts of this article originally
appeared in the Journal of Global
Faultlines, Vol 4, No2, 2018, which
is published by Pluto Journals.

But these defects are inevitable in
the first phase of communist society,
as it is when it has just emerged after
prolonged birth pangs from capitalist
society. Right can never be higher
than the economic structure of
society and its cultural development
conditioned thereby.
In a higher phase of communist
society, after the enslaving
subordination of the individual to
the division of labour - and therewith
also the antithesis between mental
and physical labour - has vanished;
after labour has become not only a
means of life, but life’s prime want;
after the productive forces have
also increased with the all-around
development of the individual, and
all the springs of cooperative wealth
flow more abundantly - only then
can the narrow horizon of bourgeois
right be crossed in its entirety and
society inscribe on its banners:
‘From each according to his ability,
to each according to his needs!’ (my
emphases).
Lenin three times in as many pages in
The state and revolution insists that
Marx’s “first phase of communist
society” is “usually” or “commonly”
“called socialism” and that, to the extent
that “bourgeois law” remains in place,
“there still remains the need for a state,
which, while safeguarding the common
ownership of the means of production,
would safeguard equality in labour and
in the distribution of products”. Only
when there is “complete communism”
will the state “wither away completely”.
Moreover, Lenin explains how the
Critique has set out the barriers that
must be overcome in realising such
a society: an enormous increase in
productive forces, the end of the division
of labour and the transformation of
the nature of work, so that people will
work entirely voluntarily without any
need to be incentivised. This will mean
that “there will be no need for society,
in distributing products, to regulate
the quantity to be received by each:
each will take freely ‘according to his
needs’”.25
Until then Lenin insists that “the
socialists demand the strictest control
by society and by the state over the
measure of labour and the measure of
consumption”.26 He even makes the
claim that in a ‘socialist’ society the
state should be defined as “bourgeois”:
Of course, bourgeois law in regard
to the distribution of consumer
goods inevitably presupposes the
existence of the bourgeois state, for
law is nothing without an apparatus
capable of enforcing the observance
of the rules of law.
It follows that under communism
there remains for a time not only
bourgeois law, but even the bourgeois
state, without the bourgeoisie!27
This is certainly a bold application of
dialectical logic, but we have moved
a long way from a post-revolutionary
semi-state that “withers away” with
the dissolution of class society. Lenin
has replaced that conception with a
two-phase transition to communism.
The period of the dictatorship of the
proletariat is to be followed by a
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CAPITALISM

From golden age to age of austerity
Trump’s trade war with China and Brexit poses major challenges to globalised capital, argues Yassamine
Mather. This article is based on a recent talk given to Cambridge University Persian Society

B

efore we deal with president
Donald Trump’s daily tweets
about the United States’ share of
the costs of organisations such as Nato,
it is important to summarise how most
of these international institutions came
into existence and to describe their role
in maintaining the hegemonic power
of the United States over the last few
decades.
We have to look at the historic
context and I will start with the political
and economic situation immediately
after the end of World War II - in
other words, the start of the United
States’ global hegemony. If we look
at the period immediately after the
defeat of Germany and Japan and the
reconstruction of post-war Europe,
it is an era of Keynesian capitalist
economics, the Marshall Plan for
reconstruction, as well as military
expenditure related to the cold war.
These factors are all important in
creating the conditions for economic
growth. It is a period aptly named by
Thomas Piketty (author of Capital in the
21st century) as the post-war “golden
age”. International organisations that
came into existence in this period
have one important role, to strengthen
the position of the new hegemon, the
United States.
Nato was created in 1949 by the
United States, Canada and several
western European nations to provide
‘collective security’ against the Soviet
Union. Its main role, of course, as
‘leader of the free world’ was to secure
US interests and that is why America’s
contribution to its budget is higher than
other countries.
Almost a decade later the European
Economic Community was created by
the 1957 Treaty of Rome, with strong
backing from the US. Successive
presidents encouraged the United
Kingdom to join - which it did after
a long period of debate and initial
scepticism, along with Ireland and
Denmark, on January 1 1973.
The period after World War II
marked the end of the British empire,
but after the austerity of the 1940s there
was a period of relative prosperity for
the advanced capitalist countries. This
is the era of social democratic policies,
reform and the creation of the welfare
state. The working class was demanding
better wages and conditions and an
end to unemployment, and in Britain
healthcare was introduced.
But there was a shortage of workers
and the state encouraged immigration
from its former colonies in Asia, Africa
and the Caribbean. Both Labour and
Conservative governments largely
implemented Keynesian policies and,
under pressure from the working class,
imposed new regulations on business.
This is also a period which saw the
nationalisation of major industries.
However, as always with capitalism,
the boom did not last long. By the
1970s western economies were facing
a slowdown in economic growth, and
unemployment was rising. But it was
different from previous recessions
- economists talked of ‘stagflation’,
where high unemployment and high
inflation existed simultaneously. This
is also the period of mass strikes for
better wages, as the rate of inflation
soared. Capitalists and Conservatives
complained about the power of the trade
unions and the economic policies that
had dominated the post-war era were
ended.
Politically the late 1960s and early
1970s saw rebellion in the ‘third
world’, the defeat of the US in Vietnam,
the Portuguese revolution and the
emergence of a radical left opposed to

maximum exploitation through lower
and lower wages.
This globalised world economic
order needed its own rules and
regulations: privatisation, casualisation
and contract work became the norm.
These policies were devised to stop
solidarity amongst workers, to reduce
the power of trade unions, but also to
make workers completely dependent on
their employers and vulnerable in times
of high unemployment.
International institutions were the
enforcers of these policies on a global
scale - the International Monetary
Fund and World Bank amongst them.
The IMF made it clear to ‘third world’
countries that development loans
could only be granted on the basis
of abiding by all its neoliberal rules.
The declared aim of the IMF, which
encompasses 189 countries, is “to
foster global monetary cooperation,
secure financial stability, facilitate
international trade, promote high
employment and sustainable economic
growth, and reduce poverty around the
world”. In reality the idea was to shore
up the domination of the international
economy and reassert corporate control.
The term ‘structural adjustment’, taught
and revered worldwide, had clear
implications: privatisation of stateowned industries, the selling-off of state
assets, deregulation …
The World Bank was founded
to address what are today called
‘imperfections’ in international capital
markets. Its founders claimed that
borrowing would stimulate economic
growth - something which in an era of
economic uncertainty hardly happened.
Every now and then we heard of
emerging economies - Asian tigers,
Ireland, Brics, etc - which were about to
catch up with those of the west. Financial
journals and leading economists sang
their praises with unbounded optimism.
But a series of economic crises and
burst bubbles marked this period. To
name a few, there was:
 ‘Black Monday’ (1987) in the United
States
 The crisis of US savings and loans
associations from 1986 to 1995.
 The 1997 Asian financial crisis
 The dot-com bubble (2000-02)
 The 2007-09 financial crisis
 The US subprime mortgage crisis
(2007-10)
 The housing bubble and housing
market ‘correction’ (2003-11)
 The automotive industry crisis of
2008-10, also in the US

UK and Europe
America made the institutional architecture of the modern world ... now there is Trump
the reformist. ‘Peaceful coexistence’
was advocated by the Soviet Union and
its satellites. International capital was
less confident and the US establishment
was increasingly troubled by the
world situation and the situation of its
European allies. Ideologues of the right
were now stressing the advantages of
the free-market economy, and by the
mid-1970s they had major allies in the
US and UK ruling classes.

Economic U-turn

Milton Friedman, was an economic
advisor to Ronald Reagan and
Margaret Thatcher. He condemned
Keynesian economics and held up
the virtues of the laws and supply and
demand. The free market would create
prosperity by reducing the role of the
state. Neoliberalism and laissez-faire

economics demanded an end to nonmarket pressures on prices and wages,
such as those from ‘discriminatory’
taxes, subsidies and tariffs, and to the
‘undue regulation’ of private enterprise.
A largely unregulated capitalism
would also embody the ideals of ‘free
individual choice’, as well as delivering
optimal performance with respect
to economic growth, efficiency and
technical advance. The state’s role was
to be restricted within the economic
arena to defining property rights,
enforcing legal contracts and regulating
the money supply.
At the same time there was an
insistence by industrial capital that
wages had to be controlled. It demanded
the deregulation of business, the
privatisation of public assets, cutbacks
in social welfare programmes and a

reduction of taxes on businesses and
the investing class. In the international
sphere, neoliberalism called for the
free movement of goods, services and
capital across national boundaries.
Alan Greenspan, chair of the US
Federal Reserve from 1987 to 2006,
was a major advocate of this ‘new
ideology’. While neoliberal capital was
and remains a slippery, shifting concept,
we can, however, list a number of
consistent trends in its global operations
during this time.
There was large-scale closure of
major industries in advanced capitalist
countries, with production transferred
to wherever labour was cheaper. Textile
factories moved to Egypt, Turkey, then
India and Asia. Industrial production
went to China, Vietnam and nowadays
Africa - all in constant pursuit of

Thatcher - the prime minister who coined
the phrase, “There is no alternative” presided over the decimation of major
industries. Mines and docks were
closed, and the steel industry became
a shadow of its former self, while
unemployment shot up to levels not
seen since the great depression.
The British economy faced two
major recessions under Thatcher, but
even during the intervening boom the
country’s GDP did not grow by more
than a couple of percentage points. One
of her legacies was the destruction of
mining communities - most have not
recovered since - and another was the
sale of council houses: a policy that
has contributed to the ever increasing
number of homeless people. House
prices went up, but at the same time
interest rates soared to record highs,
while repossessions rose to frightening
levels. Trade union membership fell
dramatically, from 13.2 million in the
1970s to 9.8 million by 1990 and just
7.4 million in 2008-09.
According to the Institute For
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Fiscal Studies, in 1979 13.4% of the
population were surviving on less than
60% of median income before housing
costs. By 1990, the figure had gone up
to 22.2% - or 12.2 million people - with
further huge rises in the mid-1990s.1
Finance capital has always been
an important component of British
capital, but since the 1980s, when
capital controls were removed and the
banking system was deregulated, the
UK’s finance sector has trebled in size.
By 2007, the assets of the UK’s banking
sector were five times the size of GDP.
This was considered a major success
for many years until the financial crisis
of 2007-08, when it became clear
that, thanks to speculation as well as
‘irresponsible lending’, this situation
was becoming a liability.
Following a number of variations,
the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union (also referred to as the
Treaty of Rome) became one of two
treaties forming the constitutional basis
of the European Union, based on free
movement of goods, services, labour
and capital. As a consequence of this,
freedom of movement and residence
for persons in the EU became the
cornerstone of citizenship, confirmed
by the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992.
However, beyond the borders of
the European Union, global capital
has imposed very strict measures
regarding the movement of labour.
The impoverishment of the southern
hemisphere, the collapse of the Soviet
bloc, rising levels of education in
the ‘third world’ at a time of mass
unemployment, war in the Middle
East and Africa - have all led to mass
immigration from the impoverished
south to Europe, as well as the US and
other advanced capitalist countries.
All this coincided with major
changes in the nature of work in
those advanced countries. In the
absence of full employment, as major
industries closed, as skilled workers
became redundant, many - particularly
women - were forced into temporary,
part-time jobs. But such ‘economic
independence’ created resentment
amongst conservative sections of
society, as did the arrival of foreign
workers
and
multiculturalism.
Rightwing papers were fuelling hatred
of the new perceived ‘sexual equality’
and political correctness was constantly
ridiculed. However, until 2008, because
of the relatively stable economic
situation, there was an acceptance of the
status quo.
But the financial crisis of 2007-08
was probably the most serious since
the 1930s. It started with the collapse

of the subprime mortgage market in
the United States, and developed into a
full-blown international banking crisis,
following the collapse of the investment
bank, Lehman Brothers, in September
2008. No doubt the fact that most
banks had adopted policies resulting in
excessive risk-taking helped to magnify
the impact of the crisis globally.
It was not just a cyclical crisis, as in
previous decades: it was also a systemic
crisis. In some circles this was referred
to as a crisis of aspects of capitalism:
the banking system, finance capital,
globalisation. However, the reality is
that it was an expression of the failure
of neoliberalism - the subordination
of capital as a whole to the needs of
finance capital.
In the aftermath, the major capitalist
states engaged in massive bail-outs of
banks and financial institutions. All
manner of monetary and fiscal policies
were employed to prevent a possible
collapse of the world financial system.
Despite all these efforts, however,
the crisis was followed by a global
economic downturn. The impact on
the Asian markets was severe, while in
Europe we saw the debt crisis, followed
by the euro crisis, which affected the
banking system in major European
countries.
Capitalism has in the past used
imperialism, war and the welfare state to
successfully mediate its contradictions,
yet the spectacular events of AugustOctober 2008, in which the ruling class
appeared to believe that there was a
real possibility that the system could go
into meltdown, have altered our times
forever. Measures which restricted the
scale of capitalist crisis in the post-war
period have reached their limits.

Control

The extraction of surplus value itself
establishes control over labour-power,
both physically and ideologically. Force
is only necessary at times of extreme
crisis, when the system is directly
threatened.
The commodity itself stands over
the unit of production and so over the
worker. In turn, commodity fetishism,
with its derivative, money, becomes
the all-consuming goal of production.
Those who abandon the fetish of
the commodity are marginalised in
society. Capital at one and the same
time needs to exploit the worker to
the full, yet also needs to make use
of the worker’s humanity in order
to ensure the necessarily skills, with
quality of production, and innovation,
as well as continuity. In other words,
abstract labour stands in contradiction

Fighting fund

I’

Encouraging

m pleased to say that we’ve
well and truly exceeded our
monthly target for the Weekly
Worker fighting fund. We need
£2,000 each and every month, and
in the last week of July we raised
£220, taking the final total to
£2,257. Well done, everyone!
Thanks go to those comrades
whose standing order comes in at
the end of each month - I’m talking
about DG (£60), JT (£50), SS and
GT (£15), VP, AR, RL and JM
(£10 each) and JC (£5). The abovementioned AR is, of course, by now
well known for his two monthly
payments - he also donates a fiver
via PayPal. He was joined this
week by TB, who also clicked on
that button on our website to let us
have a more than useful £30.
Mind you, I don’t know what’s
happened to all those cheques
I used to get each week - it’s as
though comrades have suddenly
discovered a more efficient

way (even if PayPal does take a
commission, of course). But the
best way of all is by bank transfer
(sort code 30-99-64; account
00744310) - there’s no delay and
no charge either!
Anyway, I’m more than pleased
with this month’s fighting fund
success, because I know that
the donations can suddenly stop
flowing in quite so fast, and in
that case we now have a little bit
of a surplus to fall back on. I take
nothing for granted! But I do have
to say that recently so many readers
have shown their appreciation
of the role of the Weekly Worker,
which can only be encouraging.
Let’s make sure it happens in
August too l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

to concrete labour. With the increase
in the complexity and depth of capital,
incentive becomes more important.
Capital, therefore, has to be both
inhuman and humane.
For the workers, the imposition
of machine-like controls compels
them to find a mode of opposition
and resistance. In short, commodity
fetishism controls the worker, but the
progress of capitalism itself undermines
it. It undermines it through both the
formation of economic and political
opposition movements and the need
for socio-economic controls over
capital itself, in order to ensure its
progress and stability. At the present
time, the nationalisation, regulation
and subsidisation of finance capital
make it clear that inequality of control
and wealth are socially determined,
so strengthening the argument that
control from below is both possible and
necessary.
The second feature of capitalism
which establishes control over the
worker is the reserve army of labour. In
a truly atomised workforce, the worker
has little or no bargaining power, given
the existence of large numbers of others
who are unemployed and seeking work.
Wages will be held down as a result.
Capitalism needs growth to increase
demand. However, it wants to achieve
this without increasing wages, without
state intervention, without increased
taxation on the rich. The dilemma
facing private enterprise is that it cannot
grow when there is nowhere to invest
profitably and without taking risks.
That is why we get overaccumulation
and underconsumption.
Limited industrial growth has had
a series of corollaries - increasing
unemployment, rising government
expenditure on welfare and growing
budget deficits. In addition finance
capital is short-termist in its drive to
extract maximum profits and by its
nature unproductive of value.
The failure of a neoliberalism (in
other words, a turn to finance capital)
to resolve the cycle of capitalist boom
and bust has long term-implications.
As Critique’s founding editor, Hillel
Ticktin, puts it,
There is a huge surplus of capital
unable to find investment outlets,
leading to asset inflation and the
various bubbles. The downturn
itself reduces that surplus, both
in monetary and physical terms
providing the basis for an upturn.
However, the underlying basis for
the surplus of capital remains. That
reflects the contemporary ruling
class strategy of turning to finance
capital. However, that too is in
crisis and is in the process of being
controlled and curtailed.
A new strategy is needed, because
capitalism-as-a-system is in crisis,
but none is available. Governments
and big business/the capitalist class
can control the level of investment
to a considerable degree - in part
through nationalisations and through
monopoly control over firms - and
they are not prepared to reflate to
the point of full employment. Their
initial reaction has been pragmatic
- assuming that muddling through
will work. However, that has been
succeeded by demands for massive
reductions in the public sector and a
squeeze on the standard of living. If
successful, which is highly unlikely,
it will amount to a period of extreme
reaction, and popular defeat, lasting
a generation.2
There are a number of factors making
the current situation worse. First
and foremost, we have the growing
gap between the rich and the poor.
According to the 2019 Oxfam report,
the poorest half of the population has
been losing wealth (around 11%), at
the very same time as a new billionaire
is minted every two days. According
to PolitiFact, the top 400 richest
Americans “have more wealth than

half of all Americans combined”.3 At
a time of global economic uncertainty,
we see overaccumulation of capital
and underconsumption, paving the
way for yet another crisis.
For many decades, the middle class
acted as a stabiliser, imposing authority
and discipline on the working class, as
well as playing an important ideological
role in defence of the existing order.
Yet now the middle classes are being
squeezed worldwide, the majority
being proletarianised, while a small
minority join the higher echelons of
fund managers, CEOs, etc.

Politics

There are additional political factors
making the situation worse. The elite,
the ruling classes have become even
more arrogant than in the past. They
take their privileged position for
granted and openly mock the working
classes.
They claim to have embraced
multiculturalism and are not racist
towards the elite of other nations, so
why can’t you workers do the same?
Of course, the reality is that the
international neoliberal elite is happy
with multiculturalism and gender
equality, as long as it is limited to their
own class. It is the racial diversity
of the lower classes that they do not
like (fortunately for them they do not
come across it that often in a personal
sense). At the same time small capital,
rural farmers, the disenfranchised
working class, the unemployed are
bombarded daily with scare stories
about immigrants taking up jobs and
imposing their culture …
For these people the post-2008
era has brought with it austerity,
universal credit, casual work and
job insecurity. The rightwing press
keeps telling them it is all the fault
of migrants and the European Union.
No wonder Brexit became popular.
Both Trump in the US and
rightwing Brexiteers in the UK
promise us a golden era achieved
by isolation and protectionism. The
problem is that so far such policies
- exemplified by Trump’s pursuit
of the US national interest in what
remains a global economy - have
failed abysmally. New tariffs, or their
threat, have made the situation worse.
The Chinese economy was
already slowing down, but additional
tariffs have reduced the purchasing
power of the Chinese middle class
- with immediate, direct effect on
British workers, such as those made
redundant by Jaguar Land Rover.
Jobs have not returned to the US,
for the simple reason that labour costs
make such a move madness. Instead
medium-size
businesses
which
import goods from China are facing
bankruptcy - they had already signed
contracts for goods at pre-tariff prices,
and now they will lose considerable
sums. Trump’s economic policies
have widened US trade deficits by
more than forecast to a five-month
high, as imports have surged to the
greatest extent since 2015. One study
indicates a 45% chance of a global
recession in the coming 12 months.4
With the continuing crisis of
finance capital, the absence of a major
war (as opposed to the current limited
regional conflicts), as austerity
continues, there is one alternative
- to repeat the policies of the postwar era and go for growth. However,
given the experience of the 1960s
and 1970s, capital knows that such
policies would be just too dangerous
if it wants to avoid working class
militancy l

Notes
1. www.ifs.org.uk/tools_and_resources/incomes_

in_the_uk.
2. https://libcom.org/library/harry-cleaver-debateshillel-ticktin-capitalisms-present-crisis-dangeropportunity.
3. www.politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2011/
mar/10/michael-moore/michael-moore-says-400americans-have-more-wealth-/
4. www.ft.com/content/437d720e-9f39-11e9-b8ce8b459ed04726.

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
The Weekly Worker is licensed by
November Publications under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial
4.0 International Licence: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
legalcode. ISSN 1351-0150.
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Effect of
Trump’s tax
cuts wears
off

Profits on the fall
The US officially admits its figures for the last three years were wrong. Michael Roberts comments on
the revisions

‘Profit 1’, Jean-Michel Basquiat (1982)

O

n July 26, the US figures for
real gross domestic product
were released for the second
quarter of 2019. The annualised rate
of real GDP growth slowed in the
second quarter to 2.1% from 3.1% in
the first. This was the slowest growth
rate since the end of 2016. US real
GDP was 2.3% higher than in the
same quarter last year - down from
2.7%, year on year, in Q1 2019 and
recording the lowest such rate for two
years.
So it seems that the boost to US
growth - supposedly promoted by
Donald Trump’s corporate tax cuts
and exemptions - has run its course
and US growth is back to the average
of the last 10 years, with the prospect
of further slowing in the second half
of this year.
Why is a further slowdown likely perhaps even to the point of recession?
We can find clues in the second
quarter data. The main contributors
to the slowdown came from
weakening investment, particularly
productive investment in equipment
and structures; and from falling net
exports or trade, as the trade war with
China starts to bite.
The 0.6% drop in business
investment was the first decline since
Q1 2016. And that drop was led by
a 10.6% reduction in investment in
structures - ironically the category
of investment that should have
received the largest boost from the
tax cut. Investment in new buildings
and factories is now down by 4.6%
from its level a year ago. Equipment
investment rose by just 0.7% after a

0.1% fall in the first quarter. The pace
of investment in so-called intellectual
products or computer software also
slowed sharply, dropping to 4.7%,
after double-digit increases in the
prior two quarters (driven by Trump’s
tax exemptions). Exports fell at a
5.2% annual rate.
But the most interesting part of
the GDP report was the revision to
the data for the past three years. The
revised data showed that real GDP
growth was substantially slower for
2018 than previously reported, with
the growth from the fourth quarter of
2017 to the fourth quarter of 2018 just
2.5% - well below the administration’s
projection at the time of the Trump tax
cut.
But most important to my mind
were the downward revisions to
corporate profits. Instead of rising
by some 20% in the last three years,
it seems that profits have actually
fallen and are now lower than they
were in 2014! Corporate profits were
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revised up $1.4 billion, or 0.1%, for
2014, up $4.3 billion, or 0.2%, for
2015, but revised down $23.5 billion,
or -1.2%, for 2016, and a whopping
$93.3 billion, or -4.4%, for 2017, and
$188.1 billion, or -8.3%, for 2018.
Overall corporate profits have
suffered two successive quarterly
declines, both before and after tax
up to Q1 2019 (the second quarter
figures will be released at the end
of August). US corporate profits are
now 2% below where they were at the
beginning of 2018.
Even before these revisions, nonfinancial-sector corporate profits
have been falling over the last five
years. What this means is that, while
speculative or fictitious profits
from investment in financial assets
have increased sharply, especially
with Trump’s tax cuts, profits in the
productive sector of the US economy
have stagnated at best.
Now I have argued several times
that there is a strong correlation

between profits and investment
in modern capitalist economies1 after all, capitalist production is for
profit, not need, and so investment
in production must be profitable or it
will eventually slow or stop.
And there is plenty of evidence
that this simple idea is correct. Not
only is the correlation between profit
growth and investment growth high,
but the causal direction from profits
to investment with a lag (on average
of about a year) is also supported in
empirical research. When profits
dropped in the ‘mini-recession’ of
2015-16 (mainly due to the collapse
in oil prices), investment followed.
Now it seems that profits in
unproductive sectors like finance and
real estate are beginning to suffer.
Financial profits are about 25% of
total corporate profits and they have
been broadly stagnant over the last
year. If they should fall, in addition to
non-financial-sector profits, that may
well generate a stock market collapse

in the second half of this year.
Up to now, the Trump tax cuts
and the prospect that the Federal
Reserve is going to cut its interest rate
(probably this week) - the so-called
‘Powell put’2 - has buoyed the US
stock market to new record highs. But
the effect of that may wear off over
the next few months, as investors
begin to see the earnings results of
the major companies. And any stock
market ‘correction’ typically leads the
‘real economy’, with a time lag of up
to three quarters3 l
Michael Roberts blogs at https://
thenextrecession.wordpress.com.

Notes
1. For example, https://thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2018/03/07/unam-1-the-profit-investmentnexus.
2. See https://thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2019/06/10/the-heroes-of-finance-andpowells-put.
3. See www2.econ.iastate.edu/classes/econ302/
vandewetering/grangercausality.htm.
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